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The conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity are essential not only to sustain the 

economy, also to preserve the well-being of society. The excessive pressure to which 

the planet has been subjected during the last decades has transported us to a point near 

the point of no return. For this reason, many strategies have been devised to manage 

the biodiversity around us in a sustainable manner (1). 

The Natura 2000 network, established in 1992 on the pillars of the Habitats (Directive 

92/43/EEC) and Birds (Directive 2009/147/EC) Directives, is an European ecological 

network whose purpose is to ensure the conservation of both species and habitats, 

thereby contributing to reduce the loss of biodiversity. It is the main tool for nature 

conservation in the European Union, protecting more than 27000 sites of high ecological 

value in 28 countries of the EU, including the Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) and 

the Special Protection Areas for Birds (SPA) (2). Along the same lines, this protective 

measure allows that human activities can take place in if these ones don not endanger 

their conservation (3). In this way, the socioeconomic development of these protected 

areas is promoted, with estimated benefits of between EUR 200 and 300 billion per year 

and around EUR 4400 million of jobs, according to the European Commission (4). 

The Biodiversity Foundation, through the slogan "Birds connect our world" seeks to 

emphasize the importance of conserving and restoring the integrity of ecosystems so 

that migratory species are able to follow their migration routes and, therefore, to 

survive thanks to the actions which have been carried out. (5). 

Hundreds of european tourists, mainly from central and northern Europe, travel every 

year to specific points in order to observe both birds’ areas and their habitats, thus 

creating a new niche in the tourist market, ornithological tourism. This type of tourism 

promotes the knowledge of birds and as well as the economic and social development 

of these places, achieving the two objectives highlighted in the Natura 2000 network (6). 

This project aims to respond to the demand for training of the rural population by 

designing a curriculum profile that complements the theoretical knowledge of the 

closely group related to ornithological tourism: environmental managers, 
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environmental interpreters and educators, tourist guides or visitors, through the 

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) as well as the Open Educational 

Resources (OER) related to the natural heritage.  
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In this didactic unit, some concepts related to ornithological tourism will be taken 

into account, from the definition of this kind of tourism to the ornithological 

supply  and demand, ornithological resources at European level, legislation and 

regulatory bodies, as well as the analysis and processing of information relating 

to avifauna, tourism projects or active associations in the field of ornithology. 
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1.1. The concept of ornithological tourism 

For the last decades, the tourism growth as well as the wide tourist offer, have promoted 

it to become one of the main socio-economic worldwide drivers, accounting for 8.9% 

of world GDP in 2019 (7). Figure 1.1. shows some types of tourism. 

 

Figura 1.1. Esquema de los tipos de turismo más representativos. 

 

In this project we will focus on ornithological tourism due to its great importance both 

on the area of biodiversity conservation and on the economic and social level. 

The Spanish Society of Ornithology (SEO/Birdlife) defines ornithological tourism as a 

form of ecotourism based on the observation and enjoyment of birds, as well as the 

knowledge of their habitats (8). It should be mentioned that this modality of tourism 

increases its numbers every year, both in number of tourists and destinations and staff 

linked, constantly evolving. It also guarantees the permanence of the ornithological 
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heritage for future generations, considering that one of the main premises of 

ornithological tourism is the sustainability (7).  

1.2. The main ornithological resources 

Ornithological resources can be classified in two groups depending on if bird watching 

is the only motivation for the trip or whether it is another included activity (7). 

• Birdwatching as the main travel activity  

 Birdwatching is the main motivation of the travel, so the tourist will choose the place 

and time depending on the offer and available 

services. Therefore, it is an important aspect to convert 

the ornithological resources of the area into tourism 

products, added to the availability of infrastructure, the 

existence of tourist service companies and the hiring of 

ornithological guides, because customers’ satisfaction 

and subsequent product recommendation will depend on 

them.  

• Birdwatching as a complementary activity 

The tourist plans his/her stay motivated by the cultural, natural and gastronomic offer, 

among others, being the ornithological product a plus on the travel.  

1.3. Principles and evolution of ornithological tourism 

For so long special attention has been paid to birds, dating the first writings related to 

the observation of this taxon from the 16th century BC, specifically on the ethology of 

the common cuckoo (Cuculus canorus), thus confirming that the interest on birds is not 

at all novel. 

Some authors place the beginning of ornithological tourism in the late 19th century in 

England, associated with the foundation of the Royal Society of Protection for Birds 

(RSPB), developing fully in the 20th century thanks to the popularization of the term 

"birdwatching", minted in 1901 by Edmund Selous (7). 
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There have been numerous events related to ornithology over the centuries, some of 

which are listed in the following picture (Figure 1.2) 

 

Figure 1.2. Main milestones in the history of ornithology (9, 10). 

For the las years, the growth of ornithological tourism has been supported by the 

following factors (38): 

• Making people aware of the environment. 

• Changing tourist preferences.  

• Increase in tourist visits to natural areas, associated with the sale of products 

related to nature tourism (accessories, books, magazines, fairs...). 

In line with the birds, there is a classification in which tourist are classify according 

to their knowledge and the type of trip they make, comparing them with the 

common blackbird (Turdus merula). The colour of its plumage is used, being the 

black dominant in the populations. However, a mutation may occur, avoiding that 

melanin is deposited, appearing white specimens, also called albinos. The following 

picture (Figure 1.3) is shown this classification (39). 
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Figure 1.3. Clasification of ornithological tourists.  

1.4. The demand for ornithological tourism: types and factors  

As it has been mentioned before, the 

ornithological tourism market is in full 

expansion, increasing its client 

portfolio every year. Jones and 

Buckley, (7) point out that certain 

factors make the activity attractive to 

the public, as shown in Figure 1.4.  

Figure 1.4. Factors that promote the tourism 

in an ornithological activity. 

 

 

Point 2 shows that, depending on tourism preferences, there are two types of 

ornithological tourism. In the first one, the motivation of the trip consists only in the 

birdwatching while, in the second, the observation of the avifauna of the area is 

complementary to other types of tourism (cultural, rural, natural, gastronomic...) which 

motivate the trip. Some authors (7) point out that this type of tourism is characterized 

by: 

• The duration of the trip is usually seven days. 

• Accommodation is usually on a full board basis, with picnic food. 

• The travel budget is between 700 € and 2000 €, depending on the distance. 
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• The ornithological tourist, classified in the first group, shows little interest in 

other activities offered in the visited area.  

• The most common European tourist profile is usually: over 60 years old, high 

income, medium-high cultural level and a lot of free time. 

 

 

 

 

 

1.5. The ornithological tourist offer: Components  

The elements that characterize the ornithological tourist offer are, on the one hand, the 

tourist resources of the area to be visited and on the other hand the tourism companies 

that provide the services, as well as the infrastructures, as it is shown in the following 

picture (Figure 1.5.). Each of these elements is indispensable for the birdwatching would 

be successful and the tourist, in addition to recommending the activity, be faithful to it 

returning every year. 

 

 

Figure 1.5. Main elements related to the ornithological tourist offer. 

1.6. Basic infrastructure: Accesses, equipment, supplies, transport 

and others 

The ornithological guide acts as the 

 distinguishing element among  

birdwatching offers. 
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The tourist product offered, in this case birdwatching, have to fulfil the expectations of 

the target public, so it is essential to create an infrastructure that includes: resources, 

offers and basic services, in order to meet the needs of customers in this niche 

market. Therefore, it is essential to take the following factors into account: 

• Considering as a whole the species-habitats unit, determined both the tourist 

area (trails, viewpoints...) and the species of birds and habitats found in it. 

• Specifying the optimal periods and itineraries for 

birdwatching: detection, identification and 

observation of species. 

• Involving local and regional authorities to 

promote the tourism product. 

• Providing adequate theoretical and practical 

training in ornithological tourism to the guides. 

• Equipment suitable for tourists: field guides, 

binoculars or binoculars, portable telescope with tripod, notebook and pencil. 

Transport is an essential element in any tourist activity, due to it allows the tourist to 

travel from the place of origin to the selected destination. The movements within the 

travel are classified in three categories (40): 

• Movement from the house to the place where you will take the transport that 

will take you to the destination. 

• Movement from the place of arrival to the 

accommodation point. 

• Internal movements, in the place of 

accommodation, to be able to carry out the 

planned activities.  

1.7. Tourist infrastructure: Accommodation, restaurant services, 

leisure offer and others 

As it has mentioned in the previous point, it is essential to create a basic infrastructure 

which attracts the tourist, however, that the complementary tourist offer would be 
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attractive, will promote that the tourist chooses our tourist product. The aspects to take 

into account to locate the pillars of our tourism infrastructure are the following ones (7, 

38): 

• Involving hotel owners so that tourists can find both accommodation and 

restaurants near the micro-space created for birdwatching. 

• Creating links with transport companies as well as with local authorities to carry 

out the adaptation process of the area to the new tourist activity. 

• Offering a complementary leisure offer which looks attractive to visitors: 

geological routes, museums... 
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2.1. Ornithological resources in Europe 

Even though Europe is not one of the richest continents in biodiversity, it is the refuge 

of more than 530 bird species, 10% of which are listed on 

the International Union for Conservation of Nature 

(IUCN) Red List, specifically in groups "Vulnerable (VU)" 

and "Near Threatened (NT)" (12), due to it is necessary 

to provide them special protection in order to prevent 

their extinction. 

It should be noted that Europe gives shelter some endemic 

birds, species whose distribution is restricted and are only found in specific sites, 

appearing some of them in the following table (Table 2.1.) and figure (Figure 2.1.). 

Table 2.1. Endemic birds in Europe (11, 12). 

Scientific name Common name Distribution 
Red List 

Classification 

Population 

growth 

1 Alectoris rufa 
Red-legged 

partridge 

France, Spain 

and Portugal 
LC Stable 

2 Alectoris graeca Rock partridge Balkans and Italy NT Decreasing 

3 Aquila adalberti 
Spanish imperial 

eagle 

Spain and 

Portugal 
VU Increasing 

4 Carduelis citrinella Citril finch 

North Spain and 

South France, 

Corsica and 

Sardinia 

LC Stable 

5 
Lophophanes 

cristatus 
Crested tit Western Europe LC Decreasing 

6 
Loxia 

pytyopsittacu 
Parrot crossbill 

Scotland and 

Scandinavia  
LC Stable 

7 Loxia scotica Scottish crossbill Scotland LC Stable 

8 Sitta whiteheadi 
Cosrican 

nuthatch 
Corsica VU Decreasing 

9 Sylvia sarda 
Marmora’s 

warbler 

Cosrica and 

Sardinia 
- Unknown 

10 
Tetraogallus 
caucasicus 

Caucasian 

snowcock 

Azerbaijan, 

Georgia and 

Russia 

LC Stable 

*VU: vulnerable / NT: near threatened / LC: least concern 
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Figure 2.1. Endemic birds in Europe. 

As a result of migration strategies, it is possible to observe birds throughout the year, 

but not all species at the same time. The following classification of birds (39) emerges 

from this (Figure 2.2.): 

• Residents. They breed and are common throughout the year in the same 

country. 

• Seasonal. They come to reproduce, being frequent two periods:  spring-summer 

and autumn-winter. 

• Birds of passage. We can only observe them during their migratory routes. 

• Accidental. Their presence is occasional, appearing in the records of several 

countries. 

• Introduced. They appear in certain areas (by the hand of man), maintaining 

reproductive populations. 

In Europe, migratory birds from the north gather in the Iberian Peninsula, congregating 

in the Strait of Gibraltar. However, as a result of rising temperatures, many species have 
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become sedentary because they do not need to migrate from the breeding country due 

to both food availability and tolerable winter temperatures. 

 

Figure 2.2. Examples of birds in Spain, sorted according to the migration strategies. 

2.1. Analysis of the supply and behavior of European demand: 

Relevant destinations and associated products  

The ornithological tourism sector, as it has been said, has experienced significant 

development, becoming a new market niche for Mediterranean countries, mainly Spain 

and Portugal because of their magnificent locations are on the routes of numerous 

migratory birds (13). 

 

 

  

 

According to the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO),  

migratory routes promote the creation of a network  

of sustainable destinations, promoting the development  

of local communities (14). 

      
Delichon urbicum  
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Spain has one of the greatest biological riches of the western European region, resulting 

in an opportunity to develop sustainable tourism activities, as well as promoting job 

creation. For this reason, some autonomous communities such as Castile and Leon, the 

Valencian Community or Extremadura, have launched for the "birdwatchers hunt”, 

making a niche in the Birdfair (British Birdwatching Fair), the most internationally 

renowned ornithological tourism fair, taking place at Rutland (United Kingdom) 

(15). Some studies indicate that after the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020, nature tourism 

and therefore ornithological tourism will be one of the fastest recovering tourist 

modalities after the bleak panorama left by the disease, as it is shown in Figure 2.3 (16). 

 

Figure 2.3. Recovery capacity of some tourist sectors after Covid-19 pandemic. 

In the southern Europe countries, the main forms of tourism are sun and beach tourism 

and cultural tourism. Therefore, it is intended to bet on ornithological tourism in order 

to expand the tourist offer, de-seasonalize destinations. 

Taking the tourist who choose this type of tourism into account, 53% reside in Spain 

while 47% are foreigners. The main dender countries are: United Kingdom, France, 

Holland and Germany, located in the first place United Kingdom with almost 47% of the 

total foreign tourists in Spain. It should be mentioned that the United States are the 

second ones in the list, with 17%, highlighting the distance between the two countries, 

as it can be seen in the following graph (Figure 2.4.) (17). 
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Figure 2.4. Ornithological tourist market related to sender’s countries. 

 

 

 

 

2.2. Main ornithological tourism destinations in Europe  

Spain has the first place on the list of the main ornithological tourism destinations 

because of, as it has been mentioned above, it is located in a strategic position through 

which migratory routes of many species of birds’ flow. Likewise, 

tourists who opt for bird-watching as a complement to the main 

tourist activity find this opportunity in Spain. 

The web "Birding Places EU” is a fantastic resource to identify 

which areas should visit in order to practice "birdwatching, 

through an interactive map showing the places you ought to go, as well as other 

complementary ones, if you are in the area.  

The main birdwatching areas in Europe, as well as the most emblematic bird of the place 

are shown below (19) (Figure 2.5.). 

 

Spain
UK

France
Holland

Germany
USA

The key to providing a quality ornithological product is to pay special attention to 

both birds and their habitats, emphasizing the great importance of conserving 

therefore flora and fauna reserves, thus improving the positioning of the           

resource in the tourism market (18). 
Panurus biarmicus 
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Figure 2.5. Main birdwatching areas in Europe. 

2.3. Protected natural áreas and other natural resources in the 

European environment for birdwatching: Birds Directive, SPA, 

RAMSAR 

The Natura 2000 network is an ecological network whose main objective is to conserve 

biodiversity in the European Union, ensuring the long-term survival of species and their 

habitats. It is organized in Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) and Special Protection 

Areas for Birds (SPA), established under the Habitats and Birds Directives, respectively 

(2, 20) (Figure 2.6.). (The legislative aspects of the protective features referred to 

throughout the section will be dealt with in detail in section 2.5. Legislation and main 

regulatory bodies.) 
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The main objective of the Birds Directive is to protect all birds in the territory of the 

European Union. On the basis of this legislative framework, SPAs have been created, 

and these areas are relevant for the conservation of birds whose survival is 

threatened. In Spain, there are 658 SPAs, 20% of the country’s surface, with almost 2 

million hectares in Castile and Leon (21, 38). 

On the other hand, the RAMSAR Convention (Convention on Wetlands of International 

Importance, especially as Waterfowl Habitat) presents the concept of wise use by 

pursuing the conservation of the ecological character of wetlands within the concept of 

sustainable use. Currently, the list includes more than 1900 wetlands distributed across 

the globe (22). 

 

Figure 2.6. Protection figures in the Nature 2000 network. 

Due to SPAs allow human activities development, as long as these are not contrary to 

established values, thousands of tourists choose them as destinations for birdwatching 

(3). Scanning the QR code shown in Figure 2.6., you will access to a map of Europe 

showing the different protection figures and their location. Also, in each area there is a 

technical sheet where you can consult: what is the code of the SPA, who is in charge of 

its management, geographical coordinates in which it is located, area that it covers, as 

well as the species protected by both directives. Figure 2.7. shows the number of SPA 

areas currently in existence in each of the project partner countries (23). 
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Figure 2.7. SPA areas located in partners’ countries.   

2.4. Legislación y principales organismos reguladores 

• Habitats Directive (92/43/CEE) 

The main objective of the Habitats Directive is to protect natural habitats as well as 

populations of wild animals (except birds) in the European Union by establishing a legal 

framework to support such protection. More than 1000 animal species and around 200 

habitat types are on the list of the Directive, taking measures to restore or maintain 

them depending on their level of protection (24). Annex IV regulates both animal and 

plant species requiring special protection, even beyond the borders of the European 

Union. For its part, Annex V includes management measures targeting species of 

Community interest which are being exploited. Finally, Annex VI contains both means 

and methods of catching and killing, the use of which is totally forbidden (25). 

• Birds Directive (2009/147/CE) 

The purpose of the Birds Directive is to conserve all wild birds in the territory of the 

European Union, entering into force on February 15th 2010. Therefore, the Directive 

establishes rules for their protection, management and control, including both the 

specimens themselves and their eggs, nests and habitats. In 2019, the Directive was 

amended by Regulation 2019/1010, thus adapting to the obligations established in the 
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framework of Environmental law, thus meeting ecological, scientific and cultural 

requirements, as well as, economic and recreational needs (26). 

So, the following measures have been suggested:  

• Establishment of protection zones. 

• Maintenance of protection areas as their margins. 

• Restoration of damaged biotopes* and development of new ones.                   

*Biotope: Geographical area with specific environmental conditions for the 

development of some animal and plant species. 

This Directive has a particular impact on the prohibition of the following activities (Figure 

2.8.), although derogations are 

provided under certain conditions. 

• Intentional destruction or 

capture of wild birds, their 

nests or eggs. 

• Intentional disturbance to 

birds thereby compromising 

their conservation. 

• Catching of species whose 

hunting is forbidden. 

Emphasising the hunting aspects, 

some species listed in Annex II can be 

hunted if the following principles are respected: 

• The number of parts must not endanger the maintenance of population. 

• They must not be hunted either breeding periods, or during their migrations. 

• Any method of killing or mass or non-selective capture is totally forbidden. 

It should be pointed out that there is no prohibition on photographic hunting as long as 

individuals are not excessively disturbed. 

Figure 2.8. Forbidden activities related to 

Birds Directive 
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As it has been emphasised, the framework of the EU Birds Directive considers birds 

located on European territory as the 

common heritage that needs to be 

protected and preserved. So that, 

SPAs (Special Protection Areas for 

Birds) have been created as protected 

areas, identified by the Member 

States of the European Union, of 

particular relevance for the 

conservation of endangered 

birds. The limitations imposed in 

these guidelines are shown below 

(Figure 2.9.) 

 

European SPAs are identified by a 9-digit alphanumeric code, where the first two letters 

refer to the country. For example, the Picos de Europa (Spain) has the code ES0000003 

while the Castro Verde SPA (Portugal) is identified with the code PTZPE0046 (Figure 

2.10.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 2.10.  Europe SPAs examples.  

Figure 2.9. SPAs’ limited activities.  
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3.1. Primary and secondary sources of tourism on spaces and 

natural resources: Identification, discrimination, contrast and 

selection 

Natural heritage dissemination may not be an easy task. Nowadays it is essential to be 

on websites to reach a wider audience, as well as to maintain the relationship with 

previous customers. Relying on digital platforms to promote both the diffusion and the 

acquisition of tourism will increase the chances of promoted product success. However, 

presenting the customer a wide variety of tourism activities will enable the needs of a 

larger group. 

Depending on the source from which the information is obtained, it can be primary or 

secondary. Novel information resulting from research appears in primary sources, while 

secondary sources are those that synthesize and organize information obtained from 

primary sources (Figure 3.1.) (27). 

 

Figure 3.1. Information sources summary. 
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Depending on the knowledge and the tourist activity that he/she intends to carry out, 

the tourist will choose primary or secondary sources, being the most consultated the 

second ones due to they are directed to the development of tourism activities. 

3.2. Information media and means of access to information on 

natural spaces and resources: organization, processing and 

updating of information 

The remarkable growth of nature tourism, and principally ornithological tourism, has 

encouraged both public and private organizations to devote part of their efforts, making 

the biodiversity of their area known to the population in a simple and dynamic 

way. Through inter-agency collaboration projects, creation of specialized tourist 

information points, as well as, sections on websites dedicated to this type of tourism, 

tourists have at their disposal a wide variety of sources where they can consult 

ornithological information. 

 

An example of that cooperation 

is the TRINO Project (Turismo 

Rural de INterior and 

Ornitología), whose main 

objective is to promote 

ornithological tourism in Castile 

and Leon (Spain) through the adhesion of rural tourism accommodation committed to 

provide an adequate offer to this tourism modality, based on sustainability and good 

environmental practices. TRINO offers a guide which includes the main bird species that 

can be seen in the area with a collection of lodgings to stay overnight. All this 

accompanied by additional tourism activities such as photo contests or the availability 

of multimedia materials related to birds, as you can check by scanning the codes shown 

on the right side (28).  

It is essential that public organizations and enterprises have a place at tourism fairs in 

order to make themselves known to the public for the promotion of both projects and 

tourism products, as well as complementary activities such as accommodation and 
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transport. Internationally, the British Birdwatching Fair (UK) is the largest ornithological 

tourism fair. However, at the FIO (International Ornithological Tourism Fair of 

Extremadura (Spain)) organized in February 2019, about 16000 visitors attended, a 

record for the same one (29).  

3.3. Adaptation of information on ornithological tourism 

according to target tourist groups 

Depending on the ornithological knowledge of the tourist, they will check the 

information from more specialized sources such as guides, websites or associations 

when their birds’ knowledge is advanced, being informed in advance to the realization 

of the trip. Moreover, when birdwatching is a complementary activity, the tourist will 

be informed either at tourist offices in the area or at the place of accommodation. They 

look for simple and dynamic routes whose trails are marked and there are information 

panels available. In these panels, the concepts that appear are quite general and, 

therefore, suitable for all tourists to understand them (Figure 3.2.) (30, 41). 

 

Figure 3.2. Ornithological information depending on the target group.   

3.4. Communication of information according to recipients 

In order to promote the tourist product, it is necessary to inform, persuade and remind 

the tourist all the advantages that are offered. Depending on whether bird watching, as 
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it has been said from the beginning, is the main activity or, 

on the contrary, is a complement to the 

journey, the intensity of the 

communication will change as, for 

example, a "birdwatcher" does not seek 

to be convinced by complementary 

activities offered in the destination but 

the species of birds that are located in the 

area he/she intends to visit. In parallel, a nature hiker 

will be tempted by the rest of the 

programming so it is necessary to 

persuade and remind him assiduously the advantages of the destination (Figure 3.3.) 

(31).  

The ornithological knowledge of the tourists will mark the line of communication with 

them, using more technical and specific concepts when their competence is high while 

if their knowledge of birds is reduced, a simpler vocabulary will be used, inserting other 

activities so that the tourist learns about ornithology in an enjoyable way. 

3.5. National and international projects about ornithological 

tourism 

At the national level, the Spanish Society of Ornithology (SEO) has took part in numerous 

projects, including (32): 

• Iberaves project. Development of an ornithological tourism training course in 

protected areas which belong to the Natura 2000 network. 

• Mediterranean Project. Strengthening of the ornithological tourism sector. 

• Project “We can improve the offer of ornithological tourism in Spain: training 

and good environmental practices for professionals”. Good environmental 

practices applied to the growing ornithological tourism bid. 

Moreover, some autonomous communities such as Castile and Leon, thanks to 

European EAFRD funds, have attempted to promote ornithological tourism in the region 

Figure 3.3. Asio otus. Finalist picture in the 2018 

Contest FotoAves (SEO) 2018. 
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through the TRINO project (28), or like Andalusia, which through the project Orniturismo 

seeks to bring the world of birds to young people through workshops and safari-style 

routes. 

The Czech Ornithological Society (CSO) has participated in European projects, being the 

MATRA project closely related to ornithological tourism as it seeks to raise awareness 

of the need to protect birds, as well as their habitats, in coordination with BirdLife 

member Vogelbescherming Nederland (33). 

For its part, the Portuguese Society for the Study of Birds (SPEA) is working on projects 

to promote birdwatching activities as well as environmental awareness (34). On a 

parallel track, the LuMinAves project has been created, involving SPEA together with 

SEO, among others, with the aim of renewing the knowledge of populations of 

threatened macaronesian seabirds both by light pollution and predation due to 

introduced mammals added to the alteration and destruction of their habitat (35). 

In line with the other above-mentioned associations, the Bulgarian Society for the 

Protection of Birds (BSPB) is dedicated to the conservation of biodiversity through the 

sustainable use of natural resources and the protection of nature (36). 

3.6. NGOs, associations and Ornithological tourism companies  

Along the didactic unit, references have been made to the remarkable growth that 

ornithological tourism has experienced during the last decades associated with the 

awareness of the population regarding environmental issues (37). Spain, as it has been 

mentioned, due to its strategic position, it hosts an immense diversity of bird species 

throughout its geography. Since it is the main recipient country of tourists interested 

in ecotourism, representing between 20 and 25% of its national demand, hundreds of 

companies and associations have emerged to settle in this new niche market, 

ornithological tourism (38). As a result of the rise of this new type of tourism, various 

sectors have been benefited, including (37): 

• Companies that offer services for the creation, improvement and maintenance 

of infrastructures within protected natural areas. 

• Companies dedicated to the organization of birdwatching experiences. 
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• Creation of companies that offer accommodation and catering services in 

birdwatching environments. 

• Growth of the companies dedicated to the hunting sector in order to provide 

material for the realization of activities (optical material), since the sighting of 

birds does not cease to be a "visual hunt" of the same ones. 

Below there is a small summary with some NGOs, associations and a brief overview of 

the companies included in the Spanish ornithological tourism sector (Figure 3.4.). 

Figure 3.4. Examples of ornithological tourist sector in Spain. 
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In this Didactic Unit concepts related to ornithological tourism will be taken into 

account, from the creation of the Natura 2000 Network to other birds’ protection 

figures such as SPAs or POIs. 
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4.1. Background 

The European Union (EU) has some of the most stringent environmental standards in 

the world. Currently, priorities are the fight against climate change, maintaining 

biodiversity, reducing pollution, 

and the responsible use of 

natural resources (Figure 4.1.). 

Since the early 1970s, Europe 

has had a commitment to the 

environment, either through 

corrective measures linked to 

specific environmental 

problems, or by cross-cutting, or 

integrated into other policies 

and regulations. 

The EU pledged to stop the 

disappearance of habitats and 

endangered species by 2010.  However, by that year, the International Year of 

Biodiversity, the objectives were far from being fulfilled and in January 2010 these 

commitments were displaced to 2020.  

The Council proposed a Strategic Agenda (2021-2024) which provides an overall 

framework and direction, focused on four main priorities: 

• Protecting citizens and freedoms. 

Figure 4.1. European Union priorities. 

On June 2019, the European Council adopted the conclusions of the 7th 

EAP which insists on the urgent need to build a climate-neutral, green, 

fair and social Europe to protect and restore biodiversity. 
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• Developing a strong and vibrant economic base. 

• Building a climate-neutral, green, fair and social Europe. 

• Promoting European interests and values on the global stage. 

4.2. Where does Natura 2000 network come from?  

The Natura 2000 Network was born as such in 

1992 and includes spaces designated by virtue of 

two major European laws: Directive 79/409 / EEC 

of April 2, 1979 (later amended by Directive 

2009/147/EC) on to the conservation of wild 

birds (hereinafter Birds Directive)(1), and 

Directive 92/43/EEC of May 21, 1992, relating to 

the conservation of natural habitats and wild 

fauna and flora (hereinafter Habitats Directive).  

The member countries of the EU have the obligation to declare protected spaces 

according to the presence and importance in their territory of various habitats, flora and 

fauna. 

The Natura 2000 Network thus includes two different figures of protected areas that 

come from each of the directives: 

• The Special Protection Areas for Birds (SPAs) are places that host species of wild 

birds to conserve within the European Union,  designated under the Birds 

Directive. 

• The Sites of Community Importance (SCIs) are places that host natural habitat 

types or species of unique value at the European Union level and are designated 

under the Habitats Directive. These SCIs are an intermediate step towards the 

declaration of the Special Areas of Conservation, the SACs. They become SACs 

once they are officially declared by the member states, ratified by the European 

Union and its management plan is approved. 

The protection of these sites is intended to ensure the long-term survival of Europe's 

most valuable and threatened species and habitats. Also, management plans are 

The Natura 2000 Network 

is a coherent ecological 

network of protected areas 

declared to guarantee the 

survival of the most valuable 

species and habitats in Europe. 
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essential to establish the measures to be carried out in each area to establish the state 

of conservation of natural values, as well as to know the necessary financing for the 

application of these measures. 

4.3.-What is the Natura 2000 network 

Natura 2000 is the largest coordinated network of protected areas in the world and is a 

network of core breeding and resting sites for rare and threatened species, and some 

rare natural habitat types which are protected in their own right. It offers a haven to 

Europe's most valuable and threatened species and habitats and it stretches across all 

27 EU countries, both on land and at sea.  

 

As well as, Natura 2000 is not a system of strict nature reserves from which all human 

activities would be excluded and while it includes strictly protected nature reserves, 

most of the land remains privately owned. The approach to conservation and 

sustainable use of the Natura 2000 areas is much wider, largely centred on people 

working with nature rather than against it. The Natura 2000 Network offers new 

opportunities for the development of traditional productive, recreational and tourist 

activities. Currently more than 27,000 natural spaces, with an area of more than one 

million square kilometers of high ecological value throughout Europe, are part of the 

Natura 2000 Network. Stretching over 18% of the EU’s land area and more than 8% of 

its marine territory.  

The European Commission has developed a public Natura 2000 viewer which makes it 

possible to explore Natura 2000 sites in every part of the EU at the press of a button, 

providing key information on designated species and habitats, data of population sizes 

and information of conservation status. The tool is intended to help raise awareness of 

Natura 2000’s rich assets amongst the general public as well as provide a useful 

The aim of the network is to ensure the long-term survival of Europe's 

most valuable and threatened species and habitats, listed under both 

the Birds Directive and the Habitats Directive. 
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instrument for developers, land use planners, landowners, government authorities, 

NGOs, researchers and educationalists, amongst others. 

 

4.4.- Natura 2000 network in Spain 

In Spain the law Ley 42/2007, de 13 de diciembre, del Patrimonio Natural y la 

Biodiversidad (modified by the law Ley 33/2015 de 21 de septiembre) transposes the 

provisions of the Habitats and Birds Directives into our internal regulations. 

In the whole of the terrestrial territory and the marine waters of Spain there are a total of 

118 types of habitats (Annex I) and 388 the species 

(263 species from Anex II on the Habitats Directive y 

125 species from Anex I on the Birds Directive). The 

conservation of these types of habitats and these species 

entails the obligation to designate areas of the Natura 2000 

Network. You can check which areas belong to the network 

by scanning this QR code.  

4.5. Inside the Natura 2000 

4.5.1. Challenges of the Natura 2000 Network 

The main drawback that this European protection figure has encountered has been the 

great lack of knowledge that exists about its implantation in the territory and the 

consequences, both positive and negative, that it may entail. A lack of knowledge that 

is reflected in the different barometers carried out on this matter in some countries such 

as Spain or France, and that is perceived both among citizens and in the competent 

administrations.  
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In this sense, although less and less, there is the 

circumstance that evens some local 

administrations are not aware of having Natura 

2000 areas in their municipality. Therefore, it is 

convenient that the administrations and other 

entities inform the inhabitants of the municipalities that are part of the Natura 2000 

about the natural values for which they were included in the network. They must also 

report on the existing regulations in these areas, as well as the management plan that 

regulates them, the management measures proposed in the plan or also the system for 

assessing the impact on the Natura 2000 Network. 

Another of the difficulties encountered in the Natura 2000 Network is detachment. 

Despite the important technical and scientific work, part of society perceives that all this 

effort was carried out without taking into account the citizens involved, who did not have 

access to appropriate public information.  

The third great challenge facing the Natura 2000 Network is its financing. Without clear 

funding, it is not possible to carry out the conservation measures contemplated in the 

management plans to conserve habitats and their species. It is also necessary to 

contemplate economic compensations for people whose economic activity may be 

affected in favor of the conservation of these spaces. 

4.5.2. Management and financing of the Natura 2000 network 

As explained above, each Member State is 

responsible for the management of its own 

Natura 2000 network protected areas. Likewise, 

they are responsible for achieving the favorable 

conservation status of the habitats and species 

that motivated their declaration through the 

application of management measures included in the management plan of each space. 

Both the declaration and the management of the spaces must be public and transparent 

processes, and the population must be informed of the progress of the process and its 

implications. 

Many of these spaces exist 

solely as a line on a map 

which makes them invisible 

on their real places. 

In the case of Spain, the 

Autonomous Communities 

are responsible for the 

declaration and management 

of the terrestrial Natura 2000 

sites. 
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The European Commission required the Member States to develop multi-year planning 

identifying conservation priorities in relation to the management of the Natura 2000 

network, in order to integrate appropriate measures into the most relevant European 

funds for the 2014-2020 period. 

4.5.3. Benefits and opportunities 

In addition to playing a crucial role 

in protecting Europe's biodiversity, 

Natura 2000 sites provide a wide 

range of environmental benefits 

and services for society. They 

contribute to water purification, 

carbon storage, and protection 

against floods and erosion (Figure 

4.2.).  

They also host populations of 

economically important species, 

such as pollinating insects, pest 

controllers, game species, and wild varieties of crops. Likewise, the landscape, 

recreational, aesthetic, scientific, educational and cultural benefits derived from a good 

conservation of ecosystems should be considered. 

The IEEP (Institute for European Environmental Policy) prepared in 2013, commissioned 

by the European Commission, a detailed study of the economic value of the benefits 

provided by the Natura 2000 Network in Europe. According to their data, the Natura 

2000 Network spaces provide European citizens with vital services (such as carbon 

storage, maintenance of water quality or protection against floods and droughts) valued 

between 200.000 and 300.000 million euros per year. The report estimates that the 

development of the Natura 2000 network in Spain would mean an increase in Gross 

domestic product-GDP ("Producto Interior Bruto-PIB") between 0.1 and 0.26%. 

In summary, we can say that the Natura 2000 Network provides opportunities to: 

Figure 4.2. Benefits of Natura 2000 sites. 
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• Preserve the natural heritage. 

• Maintain and revitalize traditional activities. 

• Promote development and avoid rural depopulation. 

• Advance in more sustainable practices and models in livestock, fishing, 

agriculture and forest management. 

• Promote agricultural activities and indigenous breeds as generators of 

biodiversity. 

• Improve the quality of life of the people who live in these spaces and who 

are the ones who have conserved these landscapes for years. 

• Promote a quality label for products and services generated in these areas 

(food, crafts, tourism, leisure, etc.). 

• Promote nature tourism. 

• Generate new economic activities. 

• Obtain national and European aid for conservation and sustainable 

development. 

4.5.4. The future of the Natura 2000 network 

The Natura 2000 Network does not pretend to be only a system of natural reserves 

where human activities are systematically excluded. On the contrary, it aims to 

implement management models and use of natural resources that enhance 

socioeconomic development without this being a threat to habitats and species, 

promoting and promoting private activities that favor their conservation through 

payment systems for environmental services. 

Sustainable development, along with environmental benefits, is based on both 

economic and social benefits. The economic benefits directly derived from the Natura 

2000 network may come from activities carried out within or in relation to the site, such 

as tourism, training and education activities, or from the direct sale of products (basic 

or processed) coming from Natura 2000 sites. These opportunities can represent a 

complementary source of income and employment at the local level and other 

additional resources for a broader regional development. 
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4.5.5.- Examples of Natura 2000 valorization projects  

In Spain there have already been some projects and initiatives related to the 

dissemination, awareness and conservation of the Natura 2000 Network.  Some of them 

are mentioned below. 

• LIFE + Natura 2000: Connecting people with biodiversity.  

• Natura 2000 Award. 

• Castilla La Mancha companies join forces to 

commercialize organic products that conserve 

biodiversity. 

• LIFE Food & Biodiversity (2018). 

• Natura 2000 network products in the consumption chain: Labeling of Natura 

2000 logo. 

• Campaign “Horizontes Natura 2000. Un futuro para todos”. 
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5.1. Let's start at the beginning: the IBAs 

To talk about SPAs, we will inevitably have to talk about IBAs first, and as we go through 

this chapter, it will quickly become clear why. 

5.1.1. What are the IBAs?  

The Important Bird Areas (IBA) is a concept created and 

developed more than 30 years ago by BirdLife International. 

These spaces are considered as the minimum network of spaces 

to consider to ensure the survival and management of bird 

species. IBAs are identified through standardized and numerical 

criteria, agreed upon by experts and scientists, and a high 

percentage of the population of one or more priority bird species 

are regularly located in them. IBAs are often taken into account 

both in court decisions and by administrations when designating new protected areas, 

in fact in many European countries, IBAs have served as a guide (due to their scientific 

criteria) for the designation of SPAs (Natura 2000 network). 

Despite not being a direct protection figure, IBAs have played a key role in the 

conservation of birds. In addition, at present, the IBA inventory is a widely used 

instrument in the Environmental Impact Assessment procedure, through which it is 

decided whether or not to authorize those projects that may have a greater impact on 

the environment as well as the possible conditions imposed on these projects to reduce 

their environmental impact. 

5.1.2.- The IBAs in Europe 

The first IBA inventory in Spain was drawn up, on a preliminary basis, between 1984 and 

1986 by SEO/BirdLife and the the Canary Ornithological Group (Grupo Ornitológico 

IBAs 

Ensure the 

MANAGEMENT             

of bird species 

GUIDE                

SPAs’  designation 
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Canario: GOC). In 1989 the first IBA inventory covering the whole of Europe was 

published by Grimmet and Jones and included 2.444 IBAs from 39 countries. 

Throughout the last two decades of the last century, many more IBAs were identified 

thanks to the increase in ornithological information obtained from censuses and 

studies, bibliographic reviews and expert knowledge.  

This European inventory led to the birth of a European-wide database called the World 

Bird Data Base (WBDB). Today, thanks to the information it contains, this database is a 

basic tool for analysis, management and reporting. All BirdLife International partners 

enter the data of their respective inventories following established protocols and, 

therefore, it can be consulted by any interested entity. 

At a global level, the main objectives of the IBA Program are: 

• Promoting their adequate legal protection through international, national 

or regional legislation. 

• Disseminating their existence to favor protection and avoid degradation. 

• Ensuring that legislation, planning and management mechanisms are 

adequate for their protection. 

• Monitoring the conservation status of priority species and habitats 

identified in the IBAs. 

• Carrying out actions to protect them from present and future threats. 

• Improving the ecological values of IBAs through management measures 

(contemplated in the different management plans of the Natura 2000 

network). 

5.1.3. The importance of IBAs in the declaration of SPAs  

As already mentioned, the protection for endangered as well as migratory species is 

ensured by establishing a coherent network of Special Protection Areas (SPAs) in 

connection with Annex I of the Birds Directive. Annex I of the Birds Directive lists species 

and sub-species which are (Figure 5.1.): 
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Under the Birds Directive, Member States select the most suitable sites and designate 

them directly as Special Protection Areas (SPAs), applying the most appropriate criteria 

in a way that ensures that all the ‘most suitable territories’, both in number and surface 

area, are designated. It should be taken into account that SPAs must be subject to special 

habitat conservation measures in order to ensure the survival and reproduction of the 

migratory and Annex I birds. 

5.2. Declaration of the SPAs in Spain 

In the case of Spain, the designation of the SPAs has been made unevenly depending on 

the different Autonomous Communities, which are the competent administrative body 

for their designation in their respective territories.  

The inventory published in 1998 by SEO/BirdLife (Áreas importantes para la 

conservación de las aves en España. Viada, C .; ed.) was considered as the technical 

reference document for the designation of SPAs derived from the Birds Directive in 

Spain. 

5.3. Conservation status of the species 

To determine the state of conservation of the species, we must know the state of their 

populations, that is, how many reproductive pairs or individuals, their distribution and 

their population trend (Figure 5.2.). 

Figure 5.1. Species according to Annex I of Birds Directive. 
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Compared to other taxa, many European bird species are 

relatively widespread, owing to their dispersive and 

often highly migratory behavior, and to the 

nature and distribution of European habitats. 

The observation that ‘birds know no 

borders’ is especially pertinent in Europe, a 

continent comprising some 50 countries and 

territories – a few of which are very large, but 

most are very small, especially on a global 

scale. Consequently, most of Europe’s 540 

regularly occurring wild bird species are found in 

many European countries, with each holding an 

average of 200 breeding species. Hence, it is not 

always obvious which countries have or should take most responsibility for conserving, 

protecting or restoring certain species. 

• IUCN Red List  

Probably the best known reference document for determining the conservation status 

of species is the red list (https://www.iucnredlist.org/), since 1964,  

The IUCN Red List is a critical indicator of the health of the world’s biodiversity. It 

provides information about range, population size, habitat and ecology, use and/or 

trade, threats, and conservation actions that will help inform necessary conservation 

decisions. 

Figure 5.2. State of populations. 

The International Union for Conservation of Nature’s Red List of 

Threatened Species has evolved to become the world’s most 

comprehensive information source on the global extinction risk status of 

animal, fungus and plant species. 
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At the European regional level, 13% of bird species are threatened, with 2% Critically 

Endangered, 3% Endangered, and 7% Vulnerable. A further 6% are Near Threatened. 

Within the EU 27, 18% of bird species are threatened, with 2% Critically Endangered, 4% 

Endangered, and 12% Vulnerable, and a further 6% are Near Threatened. 

 

• Species of European Conservation Concern (SPECs) 

In 1994, the first comprehensive assessment of the conservation status of all wild bird 

species in Europe found that 38% were in an unfavorable condition (Tucker & Heath 

1994). These species were termed Species of European Conservation Concern (SPECs).  

o SPEC 1: European species of global conservation concern. 

o SPEC 2: species with global population concentrated in Europe and with 

unfavorable conservation status in Europe. 

o SPEC 3: species not concentrated in Europe, but with unfavorable 

conservation status in Europe. 

 

 

 

The publication European birds of conservation concern: populations, trends and 

national responsibilities (BirdLife International 2017) aims to provide clear information 

to help every European country and territory identify which SPECs it holds, and thereby 

Figure 5.3. Number of species according to the conservation status related 

to 2004 assessment. 
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contribute to identifying the species that it has a high national responsibility for 

conserving. 

• Bird’s Major Threats in Europe 

Europe is home to more than 540 regularly occurring wild bird species, across 69 

families, with a total estimated breeding population of around two billion pairs. Millions 

more migrate through the continent on passage to Africa, whilst millions of others from 

the Arctic or Russia spend the winter in Europe. Around 17% of European birds are 

endemic or near-endemic, i.e. are found only in Europe or species whose global range 

is concentrated in Europe (Figure 5.4.).  

 

Figure 5.4. Threats recorded for birds in Europe. 

A detailed analysis of the results according to the habitat associations of European bird 

species shows some interesting conclusions. Birds associated with marine habitats have 

a relatively high proportion of threatened species (20%). This highlights the impact that 

some known pressures pose to these birds; namely predation and disturbance at 

colonies, fisheries bycatch and marine pollution. There is much variation between 

families associated with terrestrial ecosystems. Birds associated with grasslands and 

agricultural habitats (23%) and with upland moorland habitats (18%) have the highest 

proportion of threatened species, while birds associated with forests have the lowest 

(3%). 
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6.1. Biogeographic contextualization  

The presence of an animal or a plant anywhere on Earth is due to historical, ecological 

and population genetic causes. The distribution of living beings is the result of the 

biological evolution and dispersion, the global and regional climatic evolution, and the 

evolution of the distribution of lands and seas (due to continental displacement, the 

formation of mountains, islands...). 

Organisms can only exist in a particular place if the biological conditions that species 

need to survive do not conflict with the general environment of that place. Depending 

on these factors, there are species with a small distribution area, or limited to a specific 

area (endemic species), while others are distributed over wide areas or are even 

cosmopolitan (found throughout the world). 

In the mid-1970s, WWF developed a classification of the 8 great biogeographic 

kingdoms The Iberian Peninsula is located within the Palearctic, which includes the 

terrestrial regions of Europe, Asia (north of the Himalayas), North Africa, and the north 

and central part of the Arabian Peninsula (Figure 6.1.). 

 

Figure 6.1. Biogeographic kingdoms and their borders. 
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6.2. Importance of birds in Spain in 

relation to the European context 

As already mentioned, in the peninsula, the 

distribution of birds depends fundamentally on 

altitude, aridity, the presence of forest or scrub, 

human activity, etc., with a clear difference between 

the avifaunas of the two bioclimatic regions existing. 

Thus, the Eurosiberian region, in the extreme north 

of the peninsula, humid and cool, is home to typically Central European birds, while the 

Mediterranean region, in the rest of the peninsula, hosts a peculiar community, 

especially in the scrub and steppe areas, where some birds they have their best 

population in the world. Coasts, wetlands and mountains add diversity, providing birds 

typical of these environments.  

Due to its location and climate, in terms of the vegetation, Spain holds a unique nature 

with exclusive ecosystems and species. Regarding the fauna, it has many endemisms, 

especially among invertebrates, continental fish and, to a lesser extent, among 

amphibians, reptiles and mammals. However, the same does not happen with birds, 

almost all species are shared with other countries, especially europeans. The exceptions 

are the Balearic Islands and the Canary Islands, where the insularity becomes an 

isolation mechanism that facilitates speciation. 

At the bird level, then, we can find a total of 12 endemic species: 3 of them in the 

peninsula proper, and 9 in the Canary and Balearic archipelagos. The peninsular 

endemisms are the Spanish Imperial Eagle (Aquila adalberti), Iberian chiffchaff 

(Phylloscopus ibericus) and the Iberian Green Woodpecker (Picus sharpei). Balearic 

endemisms are the Balearic Shearwater (Puffinus mauretanicus) and the Balearic 

Warbler (Sylvia balearica). Finally, the Canary endemic species are the Dark-tailed 

Iberian peninsula 

Two bioclimatic regions:  

EUROSIBERIAN  

MEDITERRANEAN  

Coast                           

wetlands         diversity 

mountains   

All this heterogeneity of habitats and reliefs and its 

geographical position make Spain a privileged place for birds. 
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Laurel-pigeon (Columba bollii), White-tailed Laurel-pigeon (Columba junoniae), the 

Tenerife blue chafinch (Fringilla teydea), the Gran Canaria blue chafinch (Fringilla 

polatzeki), the African Blue Tit (Cyanistes teneriffae), the Fuerteventura Stonechat 

(Saxicola dacotidae) and the Canary Islands chiffchaff (Phylloscopus canariensis) (Figure 

6.2.). 

Figure 6.2. Endemic birds in Spain. 

In any case, despite the scarce endemisms at the bird level, Spain becomes, with its 

mixture of environments and influences, an exceptional area in the European context, 

for feeding, nesting and resting for birds. Spain is the European country with the 

greatest ornithologic diversity and the list of birds that can be observed throughout the 

year in the country is about 560 species, between habitual (360) and occasional (200). 

Of these, 266 are regular breeders and 17 are sporadic breeders. This figure of 560 

species is especially important as it represents 58% of all the species that can be 

observed in the Western Palearctic. To this long list must be added numerous exotic 

species or escapes from captivity. 

6.3. Interest in birds: birds as a touristic resource 

Probably, there is no animal group that has aroused as much interest in humans as that 

of birds. For centuries, they have been used as a symbol, artistic model or object of 
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study. In addition, they have contributed to providing food, companionship, or materials 

to warm, clothe, and adorn ourselves. 

Birds have always attracted human attention, but it was not until a few years ago that 

they became the object of tourist trips. Technical improvements in optical devices 

(binoculars and telescopes, the rise of digiscoping or the new digital cameras) and the 

appearance of numerous guides and courses on bird identification and observation, 

song recordings and specialized web pages, have allowed a number of more and more 

people have approached the world of birds. 

In this sense, just as the “common” tourist travels to discover new places, landscapes, 

sensations and cultures, the ornithological tourist looks for those birds that are typical 

of the region they visit and that, surely, will also be largely different from the birds of 

their place of origin. Currently, there are thousands of ornithologists who travel the 

world in search of the species that they lack for their personal list, or to photograph a 

certain bird in its natural environment, or for the simple joy of observing it. And due to 

its biogeographic importance and its privileged situation, commented in previous 

sections, Spain becomes an optimal and desired destination, as exceptional, by many 

ornithologists.  

Achieving this objective is within everyone's reach but, in addition, while you learn, 

there may also be new challenges that test observation skills (determination of age, 

variation of plumage depending on the season, identification of subspecies, expansion 

of geographical areas to new environments, etc.). 

6.4.- Birdwatching: public use and protected areas 

Without forgetting the premise that it is not necessary to go to a protected area to 

observe birds, it is true that, due to their characteristics, many of these spaces 

constitute an ideal setting for the practice of ornithological tourism and, therefore, 

The culminating moment of the ornithologist, amateur or expert, is 

the observation of the bird itself and its subsequent identification.  
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potentially be a Point of Ornithological Interest. A first aspect to assess regarding the 

visit and development of activities in a protected area is the consideration that not all 

spaces have the same reception capacity for the public. Aspects such as the conditions 

and characteristics of the space (fragility, presence of emblematic species, type of 

vegetation, soil, slope of the terrain, accessibility, etc.) or legal issues (type of protection 

figure, zoning, property, etc.) will condition the 

actions for public use to be developed and the 

management of these spaces.  

Actually, the rules and regulations for natural areas 

are already directed in this sense, but we must go 

further and it is convenient to verify the existence 

of ethical codes for birdwatching (international, 

national or regional, if any). We must be as 

scrupulous as possible so as not to affect the object 

of your hobby, birds, in order to continue enjoying them in the future. At any time and 

place we must keep the recommendations in mind and follow their indications (such 

as maintaining a safe distance for observation, avoiding the use of bird claims, etc.). 

6.5. Considerations for POIs 

Among some of the intrinsic factors to birds we can have, for example, their phenology 

(wintering, summer, migratory), their behavior (nuptial stops, courtship behavior, 

concentrations, etc.) or interest of the birds present in the area (both globally as 

regional). Among the extrinsic factors we can find some more linked to the 

characteristics of the territory (such as the ease of accessing the place), existing 

infrastructures (information center, protected natural areas, hides ...), the type of 

ornithological tourist or it’s country of origin, because depending on where they came 

from, the interest will be different. 

However, in any place and 

at any time, in the 

observation of birds (and in 

reality of any animal) must 

prevail the basic 

principle of not 

interfering with the rhythm 

of their biological process 

and avoiding as much as 

possible the inconvenience 

that our action may cause. 

When defining or establishing Points of Ornithological Interest (POIs), 

we must take into account several factors, both intrinsic and extrinsic 

to the birds, which will influence them.  
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• Migrations 

The phenomenon of migration is one of those that has attracted the most attention 

of observers at all times because it allows observing a considerable number of 

species at the same point and in many cases in high numbers. The formation and 

flight of flocks of social birds and their passage through certain points where their 

routes are concentrated can attract many observers. 

When travelling between their breeding and wintering grounds, birds don’t choose 

their paths at random. They follow set routes that include suitable habitats where 

they can stop to rest and refuel along the way (Figure 6.3). Many different species 

group together to travel along similar routes, which have been loosely split into eight 

main flyways – think of them as bird super-highways across the sky.  

 

Figure 6.3. Main migratory bird routes. 
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This didactic unit aims to present the process of interpretive planning (MF 7), the 

technical and interpretative media needed for that process (MF 8), and the basics 

of ornithological tourist service marketing (MF9), incl. the creation of 

promotional material. Providing skills for interpretation of the ornithological 

heritage is of special importance to the EUROBIRD project. Interpretation is an 

outstanding method that can be used by guides to provoke responsible attitudes 

towards nature in the visitors. Effective interpretation has to be learned and 

practiced in a training environment. 
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Concepts and definitions 

Interpretation is an educational or learning activity that aims to reveal meanings and 

relations using original objects, by firsthand experience, and by illustrative media, 

rather than simply to communicate factual information (Tilden & Bruce 2007). In the 

context of informal learning, “to interpret” is to communicate ideas in a manner that 

captures the audience’s attention and excites the mind. Interpretation is a provocation, 

the “revelation of a larger truth” (Tilden & Bruce 2007). 

The U.S. National Association for Interpretation, which has over 7,000 members in 32 

countries, defines interpretation as “a mission-based communication process that 

forges emotional and intellectual connections between the interests of the audience 

and the meanings inherent in the resource”. 

In the field of natural resource interpretation, the process assists the visitors in 

developing knowledge, understanding and awareness of the species, habitats, 

ecosystems, and the services they provide). This awareness contributes significantly to 

the comprehension of the need for support of conservation and protected sites’ 

management efforts. 

Interpretation uses non-formal instructional techniques such as interactive displays and 

exhibitions to gain and retain the attention of visitors/learners. The information is 

presented in a lively, enjoyable way. The interpretation can be personal (facilitated 

experiences or interpretative programs, e.g. guided ornithological tours) or non-

personal (exhibitions, panels, labels).  
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Interpretive planning is the process of generating interpretive plans – living documents 

that help develop coherent, relevant, and enjoyable visitor experience at a site of 

natural or cultural heritage. They are typically grounded in research on heritage and 

research on communication. 

Interpretive plans are organized around a core message that the tour or the program 

intends to communicate. However, even though interpretive planning should result in 

documents and media, the most important part of the plan is the process of its creation. 

The true product of interpretive planning is the success of the visitor’s experience that 

ultimately results in the overall success of the site and the organization (Brochu 2013). 

In the case of ornithological heritage, it would be the success of the guided tour, the 

birdwatching program or the ornithological site.  

7.1. A brief history of interpretation  

Early interpreters often limited their work to studying the areas in which they led people or 

attempting to gain support for the preservation of these areas. Throughout the first half of the 

20th  century, many different types of interpretive media became popular with visitors to historic 

sites and natural areas. Evening talks, guided walks, and interpretive signs were in wide use by 

the 1950s. Throughout the 1960s and ’70s, historic sites and their related associations were 

realizing the economic value of well-planned interpretation. Associations such as the Society for 

the Interpretation of British Heritage, Interpretation Canada, the Association of Interpretive 

Naturalists (AIN), and the Western Interpreters Association (WIA) were growing rapidly and 

It is a decision-making process that blends management needs 

and resource considerations with visitor desire and ability to pay 

(with time, interest, and/or money) to determine the most 

effective way to communicate the message to targeted markets. 
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included many in their ranks who considered themselves interpretive planners. Articles on 

interpretive planning began to appear in their journals. Professional meetings of these and other 

associations included presentations on planning. By the mid-70s, some university interpretive 

curricula included interpretive planning at undergraduate and graduate levels. Over the next 

twenty years, several books were 

written about interpretation. 

Freeman Tilden established six 

principles of interpretation as early as 

1957. These are: Provoke (curiosity, 

attention and interest), Relate (to the 

everyday life of visitors), Reveal (an 

unexpected, new viewpoint), 

Address the whole (all interpretation 

should address the main point of the 

theme), Strive for message unity (all 

used media supports the 

message)(Figure 7.1.) .  

Ted Cable and Larry Beck added other 

principles in 1998. 

7.2. Interpretive planning models 

There are different planning models outlining the planning process. In general, they all 

follow the main principles of interpretation with some adjustments.  

For this module, the 5-M model for successful interpretative planning projects by Lisa 

Borchu (2012) is chosen as most appropriate because of its simplicity and its adaptability 

to every interpretive planning scale. It can be used for types of plans: a master plan for 

the whole site or a plan for a programme, trail or exhibition.  

The model uses a planning framework for five main aspects to be considered. All of them 

start with the letter “M” - message, market, mechanics, media and management (Figure 

7.2.).  

 

Figure 7.1. Principles of interpretations settled by 

Fremman Tilden in 1957. 
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Figure 7.2. The 5-M model of successful interpretive planning. 

7.3. Main elements/ steps of the interpretative planning process 

and implementation 

It is not always easy to follow linear steps in the 

interpretative planning process. Consider going back and 

forth to adapt the single elements/steps to each other.  

Steps 1-6 represent the planning process concept 

development stage (Figure 7.5), while steps 7 and 8 give 

you an idea of the consideration for the actual plan 

implementation.  

• Step 1 - Building a planning team 

Whether working as an independent guide or for a larger organization, it is always best 

onboard or consult people from the management body/ stewardship organization of the 

nearby protected site and/or local authority. They can bring valuable insights both about 

the natural resources at hand as well as about expectations and most common 

behavioural traits of visitors. The planning process will also need team members with 

project management experience, marketing experience, text writing and editing skills, 

as well as a graphic designer. However, it should be clear for everyone on the team who 

is responsible for the planning coordination and how decisions are taken.  

The main elements of 

the interpretative 

planning process will be 

presented as an 

example of an 

interpretive plan for an 

ornithological trail. 
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• Step 2 - Data collection, analysis, and synthesis 

A good interpretative plan should be based on collected and analysed information on 

all the 5 aspects in the 5-M model (message, market, mechanics, media, and 

management). You will need detailed information on the natural resource (bird species 

and their habitats) around which you will develop your main messages, about the 

management of the site, on the specific physical characteristic of the site (access, trails, 

facilities and other available infrastructure), on the visitors which have already come to 

the site and potential new ones, as well as the offer of similar experiences in the context 

you work in (markets), and on existing and potentially possible media for the site.  

o Example information on the natural resources: species numbers, individual 

numbers, rare and threatened species, protected species, interesting behaviour  

o Example information on visitors: age, education, interests, origin. 

During interpretation, you would like to pass on knowledge, understanding and valuing 

attitude through a first-hand experience. To be able to do that you will have to 

comprehend data about the species and habitats to be interpreted on the concrete 

trail/in the program yourself. All the information on the area (topography, climate, 

vegetation, wildlife, history of human activities) which you have gathered in the previous 

modules can be helpful for interpretation. But you may have to dive deeper into 

ecological science or history to understand some of the causal relationships on the site. 

For example,  how historical human activities or habitat restoration projects have 

altered the water regime on the site; how the changes in the water regime have altered 

chemical characteristics of the water; how this has changed the benthic fauna species 

composition; how the massive abundance of the benthic organisms has turned out to 

be a supreme main course on the menu of the majority of bird species, which can be 

observed on the site today. Information on existing management efforts can be of 

interest too (Figure 7.3.).  
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Figure 7.3.  A generic process to prepare solutions in all five aspects of messages, markets, 

mechanics, media and management (after Borchu 2012, modified). 

• Step 3 - Choice of the theme(s) to be interpreted and developing message(s) 

The heart of interpretation is the message visitors take home with them after the 

experience has come to an end. Choosing the right message is always a balance between 

the assets of the natural resource, the interests of the visitors and the management 

objectives of the site (Figure 7.4.). Your site may be in the spotlight of specialized 

ornithologist groups. If that is the case, you may think of organizing messages and 

interpretation themes around specialized 

ornithological knowledge. If you have 

however more often groups 

interested in nature in general, we 

may consider a holistic experience 

of nature and messages around the 

importance of nature conservation.  

Figure 7.4. The central message is developed in the crossing point of natural assets of the site, 

the target visitors interests and objectives of the site management (after Borchu 2012, 

modified). 

It is always a good idea to develop the messages you would like to pass to your audiences 

with the interpretation. Research shows that most people have a hard time 

remembering facts, but they get a general idea.  

 

  

 

Visitor interest 

Management 
objectives 

Resource 
assets 

MESSAGE 
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A good way to brainstorm and organize messages is the theme-subtheme-storyline 

approach.  

The central theme should be underlying all other components of the interpretation. It 

may not be included word by word in the interpretative media or said to the visitors, but 

it should be formulated in the interpretative plan for all other parts of the interpretation 

to be aligned to.  

o Example of a central theme for the interpretation of an ornithological site.  Salt 

Lake is a unique and vulnerable home for a huge number of bird species that 

emerged from the coexistence between nature and traditional salt production. 

o Example of subthemes under this central theme. 

꞉ The variety of bird species depends on specific lake characteristics. 

꞉ Rare birds which can be observed, when and why here. 

꞉ To protect the lake is to understand and keep the balance in the 

ecosystems between Man and Nature 

꞉ Traditional salt production favours migratory birds species. 

꞉ Lake and bird protection needs the involvement of institutions and 

society. 

Storylines are details of the content to be interpreted under the different subthemes. 

In the concept development (planning document) they can be noted down as simple 

sentences aligned to the central theme and subthemes. Later on, in the planning 

process, the storylines will be further developed into specific elements (images, sounds, 

maps, sense experiences) and texts components and will be assigned to different 

interpretative media. They can be expressed through exhibits, brochures, programs, trail 

signs, audio or video files or other media. 

Storylines and specific elements of interpretation can be gathered by the planning team 

in brainstorming sessions. Brainstorming allows team members to express a lot of ideas. 

Ideas can be checked against alignment towards the sub-theme and central theme and 

organized around these. If too many ideas come around, the theme can prioritize ideas 

using a voting procedure. Every participant gets only five points (e.g. stickers) and has 
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to distribute these points in the overall ideas list. The ideas which get the biggest 

numbers of points stay in the interpretive plan.  

• Step 4 -  Adapting the message to different visitor groups  

An ornithological site may have some existing visitor groups if it is already known. 

Answering the questions Who is already coming to the side and who do we want to come 

to in the future? Will help you segment your different groups. What is the level of 

ornithological knowledge and birdwatching skills, age and origin of every group? 

According to this analysis, you should adapt the messages and the sub-themes of 

interpretation.  

• Step 5 - Media selection (MF8) 

In the interpretation process media is anything that helps you bring your message to 

the targeted market segments (visitor groups). Interpretative media can include 

information boards along the trail, direction ideas, audio guides, links to educational 

videos on the internet, printed brochures, group games in the field, interactive modules 

and board games in a visitor centre. In a planning phase, the palette of interpretation 

media ideas seems unlimited, but in the project implementation phase it depends a lot 

on the budget for producing and for maintenance, and on available space.  

It is important to try to include a mixture of media to suit the specific needs of visitor 

groups.  

• Step 6 - Set objectives for the interpretive plan/program 

Setting measurable objectives is important. It allows you to evaluate the effectiveness 

of the interpretative plan and its products. Objectives put your efforts to a test.  

꞉ Management objectives are a measurement of the benefit expected to the 

management authority of the ornithological site (trail, programme) or the 

natural resource. These objectives can be used to evaluate the overall 

success of the interpretation project.  

꞉ Interpretive objectives measure the success of the newly established 

connection between the resource and the visitor. It can focus on changes in 
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attitude (behaviour) or newly gained knowledge. It is more difficult to set and 

measure interpretative objectives because often the effect of the 

interpretation results in emotions.  

꞉ Action objectives describe planned implementation steps. They can be part 

of an action/annual or a business plan.  

o Examples  

꞉ Management objectives 

Income from tourism in the ornithological site will increase by 5 % in the first 

three seasons of implementing the new interpretative program.   

Garbage amounts in the channels from incidental tourist visits will decrease 

in a way that will reduce efforts for its removal by half in comparison with 

the time before offering the organized tours.  

꞉ Interpretive objectives 

More than half of each group can answer informal or formal (written 

feedback) probing questions at the end of the trail.  

More than half of the group has expressed an emotional impression loudly.  

꞉ Action objectives 

Develop interpretive programs for more target group visitors (e.g. primary 

school children). 

Develop additional exhibitions on single rare or endangered species.  

• Step 7 - Prepare, implement & test 

At the end of the interpretation planning process, an action plan with a time frame 

should be developed to allow for proper implementation. This action plan should include 

a list of resources needed to accomplish each step.  

Steps of the action plan will include design, fabrication, construction (mounting) of 

interpretive media, and last but not least maintenance actions for interpretative media 

brought and left on the field.   
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The design of the single elements may include preparation of sketches, research and 

writing of texts and screenplays for videos, the layout of graphics and text panels, 

construction drawings by engineers. The texts should be reviewed by experts and read-

proved. The design development should provide the fabrication phase with everything 

needed for production.  

If the whole project can not be produced at once due to budget limitation, it is always a 

good idea to complete the design for the whole project and then segregate relatively 

coherent parts to be produced in different phases.   

You may consider assembling all elements in a non-expensive prototype. You should 

invite a test group consisting of your colleagues or fellow birdwatchers. Incorporate 

their feedback in the final version of the plan and the way you perform interpretation. 

• Step 8 - Develop means for an evaluation and feedback from visitors 

It is important to complete an evaluation of all interpretative services at least every 3-

5 years to check that they are still appropriate and function properly. Achievement of 

objectives and maintenance ease should also be a part of the evaluation. It is always 

very practical to elaborate a system for feedback gathering by visitors - online 

questionnaires or in paper form on the field. Sample feedback forms can be found in the 

Hercultour sample evaluation training manual (see literature list).  

 

Figure 7.5. Sample content of an interpretative plan for an exhibit or trail (Source: Borchu  2012).  
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7.4. Common Pitfall for effective planning 

Jumping to media selection - Gathering the information on management, message, 

markets and mechanics provide a solid base for the media choice. If you leave out the 

analysis of the other four Ms, the interpretation project can end up unsuccessful.  
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The technical and interpretive media is the most effective method(s) for 

communication messages to targeted market segments (Brochu 2013). 

In an interpretive sense, media is anything that helps you communicate your message. 

Examples are – publications, signs, exhibits, personal presentations, audio programs, 

video programs, art pieces, music, material for self-guided tours, landscape features that 

support the main theme, facility design (Veverka 2018).    

The interpretive plan should clearly indicate the mix of media required to convey the 

message to specific audiences (NAI 2009). To accomplish this effectively media 

description, included in the plan: 

• Suggest location and physical description of the media. 

• Provide adequate details for designers to follow in the creation of construction 

• Guide text writers and illustrators in preparing draft text and images. 

• Are aligned with specific goals and objectives of the interpretative plan.   

8.1. Important aspects to consider when choosing a media 

According to many different authors, there are two types of interpretive media: 

personal and non-personal. The fundamental difference is that in the case of the latter 

case of media, the audience interacts 

directly with it. In terms of personal 

media, the interpreter influences and 

guides his/her public’s communication 

with the media. Signs, marks, guide 

books, maps, flyers, audio-guides etc 

are usually referred to non-person 

media, but such classifications should 

be treated with caution (Figure 8.1.). A 

map may be used by an interpreter to 

Figure 8.1. Personal and non-personal media. 
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illustrate a story and on such occasion, the map should be considered personal media, 

not non-personal.  

Choice of media should be determined by all the factors considered in the planning 

process. Think broadly and consider not only one media a suitable combination of 

different media. The best media for interpretation is the one that helps you convey your 

message with its central theme-subtheme and storylines to the markets you are 

targeting in the best possible way. Unfortunately, the best possible way often depends 

on the available budget, available space, personal skills and maintenance capabilities. 

In order to present an example set of possible media choices, this chapter will present 

as an example an imaginary scenario.  

The site where the ornithological interpretation will take place is Salt Lake (the 

prototype of this lake is a real protected area in Bulgaria named Atanasovsko Lake), 

declared as a NATURA 2000 site. The Municipal Environmental Service is responsible for 

the management of the site according to its management plan and respectively for the 

development of sustainable tourism.  

The main conservation target of the site is protected and sustaining its rich ornitofauna 

consisting of rare bird species such as Dalmatian pelican, Greater flamingo, Avocet, 

Black-winged stilt, Sandwich terns and other water-connected birds that use the Salt 

Lake as a stop-over site.  The site consists of several shallow water bodies (salt pans) 

with small paths around them.  

You, as an independent economical actor, but experienced in bird watching and group 

guiding are offered a contract to develop an interpretive plan for the area. As described 

in the previous chapter you have already built your planning team. You have developed 

the main message of interpretation.  

When choosing a media to interpret an event or place an analysis 

should be carried to evaluate each media’s strengths and 

weaknesses, cost (incl. for its maintenance), availability, personal 

skills durability, suitability to the audience and site.  
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The central theme for the interpretation of an ornithological site: 

Salt Lake - a man-made structure for salt production, that in time, also turned out to be 

a year-round resort to a huge number of migrating rare birds.   

The sub-themes under this central theme:  

• The different pools (salt pans) of Salt Lake offer non-identical accommodation 

conditions, thus attracting a great variety of guests (birds) with unique 

requirements.  

• It is of utmost significance for migrating birds to have “hotels” to rest in when 

they take their autumn southward voyage and during their return spring trip.  

• Salt production is important for people and migratory birds alike.  

You have done a market segmentation and have defined the following existing and 

potential target groups: 

• Groups of school pupils (7-11 years old) from the local community. You name 

the group G1. 

• Local middle-aged nature lovers and novice birdwatchers travel alone or in small 

groups. You name the group G2.  

• Specialized ornithologists from other European countries. You name the group 

G3.  

You start to evaluate the following media: 

• PERSONAL INTERPRETATIVE MEDIA 

Common principles 

This is the most flexible and responsive interpretive medium. It can include 

guided walks, talks, demonstrations and observations, performance – re-

enactments, role playing, plays, poetry readings, dance and music, special events 

and other activity programs. These communication methods are labour intensive 

and there is a lot of coordination necessary to make them happen. The 

advantages of these interpretation techniques are numerous. They provoke a 
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response, the pace can be adjusted, intimate and adaptable to different needs 

and interests, flexible, memorable and usually authentic. A well-led tour can feel 

like being given a privileged and authentic ‘insider’s view’. A good interpreter can 

also help visitors understand complicated processes/issues that would be hard 

to convey on a panel or in print. However, they are in most cases expensive, 

variable in quality and could be inconsistent. They require considerable 

management to maintain reliability and needed capacity.  

• GUIDED TOUR 

Ideas to interpret the main and the sub-teams to the G1 group with a guided 

walk. 

As visitors to the Salt Lake will have the feeling of a holiday spent in nature an 

analogy can be drawn between human vacation resorts and bird feeding and 

resting sites. To reach the goal of interpreting the main theme and subthemes 

the guide can break the guided tour into the following parts: 

o Announce that Salt Lake is a resort famous among migrating birds. An aerial 

photo of the Lake. Each pond can be a neighbourhood.  

o Who created the Salt Lake resort? Introduction to the history of salt 

production at the Salt Lake A local worker at the salt pans can tell his personal 

story and do a demonstration.  

o When the method of salt production is comprehended, it becomes clear that 

every pond (neighbourhood has different characteristics).  

o Why do birds migrate? Depending on the there could be a brief explanation 

or a game (for the children) 

o How hard is it for the birds to migrate? Examples and even physical exercises 

will contribute to the interpretation of the theme.  

o As humans after hard work, birds need places to rest and eat. Bird 

observations with scoping tube and binoculars. The children describe their 

observations.  

Different species of birds have different requirements for the places to eat and 

rest - some paddle and filter water, others have long legs and beaks and feed on 
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worms and other invertebrates. As there are a lot of neighbourhoods (salt pans) 

in Salt Lake it seems right to conclude that the whole resort will be important to 

many different species. The variety of neighbourhoods is a result of the work of 

the people responsible for salt production. This is a good example of harmony 

between humans and nature.  

• TRAIL SIGNS (PANELS) 

Common principles 

o Writing text for informative trail signs. 

꞉ Research and reference. Research thoroughly; check facts through 

credible sources and double-check.  

꞉ Write your title thematically. Most people read or skim titles, just as 

they read newspapers – scanning for headlines of interest. If the 

headline doesn’t grab they may go no further. Capture the essence of 

the theme in your title, not simply the topic. Remember a thematic 

title will have one main idea and reveal the overall message. The title 

could be a question that visitors often ask. 

꞉ Structure the text keeping in mind the 3-30-3 rule. Have a main title 

and subtitle to each paragraph. You have 3 seconds to convey to the 

reader to continue reading. “More visitors read shorter labels and 

read them more thoroughly than longer labels” Serrell (1992). 

Layering is an important way to encourage visitors to start and 

continue reading your text. Keep in mind the 3-30-3 rule. Keep the 

text no longer than 200 words.  

Migration                             is crucially important to the survival of some bird species - the 

so-called migratory birds.  If there aren’t “resorts” to rest and feed along their 

flyways, these bird species may not succeed in their long flights and become 

extinct - that is disappear forever.  
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꞉ Use readable fonts of appropriate size.  

o Illustration 

꞉ A picture or a drawing in 1,000 words is a saying to take into 

considerable consideration. Always think about how to visually 

present your key messages. Use every opportunity to use fewer 

words and more illustrations, diagrams, charts, tables, graphics, maps 

or photographs. Keep the panel simple and with one or few 

illustrations. Many objects have a confusing and discouraging effect.  

o Placement 

꞉ They should be in places where information is needed. 

꞉ Visitors naturally take a break and are sheltered from unpleasant 

weather conditions.  

꞉ They should not blend with the scenery and can be easily seen.  

꞉ They will not interrupt scenic views. 

꞉ In the least likely place, vandalism can occur.  

⇝ Advantages trail signs as a media 

o They are good for highlighting significant points of interest about a site. 

o In general simple production and can be easily repaired. 

o Relatively cheap. 

o Could be combined with other media e.g. audio files via QR codes 

⇝ Disadvantages of trail signs as a media 

o They present a limited amount of information that is difficult to be updated 

regularly, making them unattractive to repeat visitors.  

o They do not offer interactive experiences.  

⇝ Evaluation of trail sign usage about your three target groups: 

o G1 (school children) - Trail signs do not provide enough visual appeal for a 

generation growing with IT devices by their sides. It will be a good idea to 
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adopt some of the signs along the trail for the G1 segment by adding some 

interactivity. Example: Children can measure their handspan against a 

wingspan of a large soaring bird.  

o G2 (novice birdwatchers) - Information boards along the trail will attract the 

attention of such groups as they seek interesting information for the birds 

and the wildlife, in general, they can observe on-site.  

o G3 (international advanced birdwatchers) - Their interests are mainly 

spotting as many birds as possible. Information panels will not be appealing 

to them. The exception could be aboard at the trailhead with details of 

observation facilities and good spots for birdwatching.  

• PUBLICATIONS 

Common principles 

Publications are leaflets, brochures, guide books, maps as well as colouring books, 

fact and activity sheets, treasure hunts instructions etc. They all allow visitors to use 

them at their pace and at a convenient time.  

o Leaflets and brochures design and print. 

꞉ Leaflets and brochures can contain more information than panels, but the 

same principles of text writing and illustrations for panels must be followed.  

꞉ Hard copies of brochures and leaflets are usually distributed from visitor or 

tourist centres. Keep in mind that if visitors pick too many different 

brochures, the significance of a particular one is diminished.  

꞉ Brochures and leaflets can reach interested visitors not only on paper but 

also digitally.  

o Guide books 

꞉ Guidebooks can also provide information intended to influence visitor 

expectations, activities and site choices. Professional illustrations, photographs 

and well-written texts are a must.  

꞉ Guidebooks can be from a few to a few hundred pages. They are expensive to 

be developed and be published. In most cases, they are written with commercial 

reasons in mind.  
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꞉ Nature site management bodies should keep in touch with the guidebook 

authors to suggest changes or add material related to their goals. Changes in 

the tracks and the destination areas should be reflected in all new guidebook 

edits.  

 

o Maps 

꞉ Maps of the nature site are best to be covered with plastic to make them 

waterproof and to last longer.  

꞉ Foldable maps are easier to carry. 

꞉ The level of details should be according to the audience. Many visitors 

cannot read maps. 

꞉ If possible include information on regulations, but be informed that most 

visitors are strictly interested in trail and topographic information and 

will ignore the site’s management messages.  

꞉ Note that free digital maps as Google maps are interactive, provide a lot 

of details and are updated regularly. The use and importance of paper 

maps are rapidly decreasing.  

꞉ Maps are considered most effective in dealing with overcrowding and 

user conflicts. The effectiveness of maps in managing expectations, 

controlling site choices and visitor behaviours will be dependent on the 

extent to which these goals are considered during the development of 

the map. 

꞉ Maps depicting bird migration on the other hand are very effective in 

explaining bird migration routes and visualizing covered distances. Such 

maps can be placed on information trail signs or be part of multimedia 

presentations.  

• EXHIBITIONS 

Visitor centers or other all-weather facilities can accommodate displays that may 

include poster arrangements, three-dimensional models, props, audio-visual and 

multimedia displays and others. Often exhibitions present much more text than can 

reasonably be read by visitors in a short time. Being succinct and presenting a few 
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stories well is a more effective way to reach your interpretative goals. Complex 

information can be interpreted and communicated requiring passive or active 

involvement. In most cases, costs are considerable, while maintenance expenses are 

generally low.  

o Three-dimensional models 

꞉ These models create a better sense of size, the object’s (bird, valley etc) 

outer specifics. In this way, they are more immediate and engaging than 

flat graphics. 

꞉ They provide mainly passive involvement. 

꞉ In most cases the costs of generating a model are considerable. 

o Posters 

꞉ Posters are single sheets of different sizes - from A4 to billboard size. 

When preparing posters choose the appropriate size of your goals. Keep 

in mind that posters can be distributed and can be displayed not only at 

the site and its facilities but also to different institutions e.g. schools. 

꞉ Posters can provide consistent information in a simple and attractive 

format. Limit your messages to one or just a few to avoid clutter.  

o Props  

○ Choose props that are easily understandable, quickly will gain attention 

and provoke responses.  

o Audio-visual and multimedia displays. With the rapid development of 

technology these options are increasing by the year. Media options can: 

videos, virtual reality, animations, holograms, real-time footage of wildlife 

sites and others. During the design of the exhibition consider bottlenecks that 

may be created on interactive digital devices. Audio-visual displays are an 

effective and memorable way of presenting sequential information.   

꞉ Videos - with recent advances in technology, videos have become a 

valuable and commonly used educational medium. Depending on the 

quality needed they can be produced in-house or professionally by a firm. 
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Videos are attractive, entertaining, and familiar. An advantage is that 

they can be viewed before the outdoor trips when visitors have time to 

absorb messages and change their behaviour. 

꞉ Audio - music, sound effects, oral history recordings and voice-overs can 

bring life to a site with much more impact than a static panel or brochure. 

They can also be intrusive in natural settings so use with sensitivity. When 

planning an audio recording consider:  what stories and messages are 

appropriate, the nature of the site and main audience and if the audio 

will add value, different sources of stories and the best people to tell 

them e.g. local community characters, professional scriptwriters, actors 

or media presenters. 
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OBJECTIVES 

• Ensure basic understanding of the marketing principles and understanding of 

the importance of the creation of a marketing plan and promotional materials. 

• Get acquainted with important steps of the marketing process. 

• Get acquainted with the basic principles on the creation of promotional 

materials. 

9.1. What is marketing? 

A market is an exchange between two partners, most 

frequently a buyer and a seller. The most important factor 

determining marketing is the exchange.  

As a norm, nature guides can: 

• Work for an enterprise (tourist agency, nature park administration etc.) with an 

employment contract. The guide works according to his/her contracted terms 

of reference. The marketing, including the promotion of the tours, is being done 

by the enterprise (usually by its marketing department).  

• Working as a freelancer for different enterprises (tourist agencies, managed 

reserves administration etc.). From a marketing perspective, these enterprises 

are the nature guide’s clients as well. The guide has to know the enterprises’ 

needs and requirements and 

provide value to them, so he or 

she will get hired more often and 

for a higher price. In this case, the 

services and their marketing to 

the end customer is executed by 

the enterprise. 

MARKETING is the 

studies of a market. 
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• Working as a freelancer directly with end clients. This training module is an 

introduction to some basic principles of marketing and maybe best used by 

freelancers that will do the marketing and promotion to the end clients by 

themselves. Keep in mind that marketing is all-encompassing, planning, 

scheduling, studying, figuring-stuff-out, researching, testing, and practising 

work. 

Once again, a market is an exchange between two partners. Depending on who has an 

advantage in the price negotiations there are two types of market - seller’s and buyer’s 

markets. 

• Seller’s market: A seller's market comes into 

formation when demand exceeds supply for a 

product or service. In the seller’s market, the 

marketing tends to focus on the product, not on 

any particular customer. Read more scanning this 

QR code. 

o Example: The authorities of a nature park allow only guided walks on the 

territory of the park. A small number of certified guides are licensed to make 

the guided walks, while a lot of tourists are interested in visiting the site.  

o Example: Nature tourism is seasonal in Europe. In high season, the demand 

for guiding services is higher and the guides are in an advantageous position 

for price negotiations.  

Higher revenues, lower cost, more profit. That's the goal of a product-

focused market. The growth can come from the development of new 

products or going to new markets.  

In the mature European market, there are rare cases of seller’s markets, the 

majority are considered buyer’s markets.  

• Buyer’s market: An economic situation in which goods or shares are plentiful 

and buyers can keep prices down. Read more scanning the las QR code. 
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o Example: Nature tourism is seasonal in Europe. In the low season, the demand 

for guiding services decreases and the clients are in an advantageous position for 

price negotiations.  

As a function of the buyer's market is customer-focused marketing. Customer-

focused marketing means attracting the customer to you by providing better 

value than the competition. You should know the customer’s needs and deliver 

a product that best meets that customer needs. Different customers have 

different needs. You have to choose the customers you will provide your product 

or service, and say “no” to the others. The process of dividing the potential 

customers into groups of interests is called segmentation.  

9.2. The principle of segmentation, targeting and positioning STP 

 

Figure 9.1. Market segmentation.  

• SEGMENTATION 

The segmentation concept was first developed by Smith in 1957. Market segmentation 

is the process of grouping a non-homogenous market into recognizable segments 

based on homogenous characteristics to specifically cater for individual (segment) 

needs and preferences to ensure increased satisfaction, increased loyalty and reduced 

visitor turnover (Figure 9.1.) (Dolnicar, Grün, and Leisch 2018). There are lots of different 

criteria and ways to segment the market. Some criteria are purchasing power, 

demographic segmentation, nationality and others. Segmentation of the market is a 

data-driven process. Commonly information about a certain market or market segment 

can be obtained from scientific studies and articles, data from surveys done by tourist 
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centres, local or national authorities. Topics in forums and groups in social media can 

also provide clues of what people are interested in the area or services a nature guide is 

planning to offer.  

o Example 1: A businessmen would like to sell tea, but haven’t done market 

research and segmented the market. A logical presumption is that he should be 

selling lukewarm tea - neither hot nor cold. In reality some customers like ice tea 

and other hot tea. Nobody will purchase the lukewarm tea.  

o Example 2: Atanasovsko Lake is with rich biodiversity. Over 320 species of birds 

have been registered there. A guide who hasn’t done a segmentation of the 

market starts offering a 4-hour long walking birdwatching tour, in which a lot of 

species are observed. The people are within two segments: people enjoying a 

beach holiday who come to see the flamingos and other large species; advanced 

birdwatchers that like to see as many birds as possible in a short time. They know 

the places to scan the lake with their scoping tubes by taking a 4-hour walk. 

Birders represent a significant component of wildlife users, but birders are not a 

homogeneous group. Different authors separate them into different groups e.g. 

commitment, skills, behaviour, recreational involvement, knowledge and various 

other preferences A clear link between birders’ behavioural involvement and 

consequent commitment is evident from the existing literature. A novice and or 

a casual birdwatcher will need and appreciate much more interpretation of the 

wildlife he/she will be observing than a keen birder that looks to tick off a new 

species in his bird species list. 

• TARGETING 

The next step, once the segment variables are defined is selecting a target segment, 

wich is influenced by three factors.  The characteristics of the segments include: its size, 

growth rate and profitability. 

o Example: Advanced birders usually spend more on a birdwatching tour, but their 

segment in most cases is small.  
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Availability of certain competencies and resources to address the needs of the chosen 

segment. The competition, both current and potential is an important factor to 

consider. A large and growing segment may be profitable but will attract a lot of 

competition, effectively reducing the profit margins. 

• POSITIONING  

It is concerned with the brand’s relationship with other brands aimed at the same 

segment. Positioning is about the place the brand occupies in the minds of the 

consumers, relative to other brands. Formally a brand is just a trademark, but in 

marketing, it means much more. It is a promise for specific benefits to the customer. It 

is what the customer expects from a brand. Personal branding is vital to a free nature 

guide. Personal branding is the conscious and intentional effort to create and influence 

public perception of an individual by positioning them as an authority in their industry, 

elevating their credibility, and differentiating themselves from the competition, to 

ultimately advance their career, increase their circle of influence, and have a larger 

impact (a definition retrieved from PersonalBrand.com). Zarkada, Anna (2012) gives 

various definitions of personal branding. Evans, Joel (2017) thoroughly explains the 

concept of personal branding and the marketing advantages it may provide.  Market 

research is mainly about understanding what customers think of a brand. The notion of 

the customers to nature guides personal brand can be something different from what 

the nature guide is thinking it means to them. Building a strong personal brand is 

fundamental. Brand owners are sending positioning statements to their customers to 

convince them to think of their brand as they want them to do. A positioning statement 

is a means of effectively communicating your brand. 

o Example: Julio Sanchez a nature guide in NP Doñana, I am escorting education 

and fun tours for novice birdwatchers by using innovative interpretative 

methods (Figure 9.2.). 

The positioning statement can be broken into three distinct parts that defy the 

value of the proposition.  

1. Who is the target segment for Julio? Novice birdwatchers. 
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2. What is the point of difference 

that Julio is offering to his 

target segment? Guiding using 

innovative interpretative 

methods. The customers will 

expect from Julio high 

performance interpretations.  

3. What is the frame of 

reference? Julio is a guide 

offering tours.  

Point of difference refers to the factors of 

products or services that establish 

differentiation. Differentiation is how the goods or services of a company differ from 

its competitors. Indicators of the point of difference's success would be increased 

customer benefit and brand loyalty. It should be doable and reasonable, not over-

promised and not a service that is not feasible and sustainable.  

In marketing, "frame of reference" is how a new product, service, or concept is seen by 

the target market. Positioning is a strategic idea, while the statement and generally the 

messaging is tactical.  Once the positioning statement is decided upon, the elements of 

the marketing mix: product, price, promotion and place have to be used to position 

your product to meet the needs of the target segment. 

 

Figure 9.2. Three parts are found in the 

positioning statement. 

The point of differentiation must be 

desirable, relevant and distinctive. 
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The term “marketing mix” is a foundation model for businesses, historically centered 

around product, price, place, and promotion. Marking is an exchange between a seller 

and a buyer. The seller puts the product into the exchange, while the buyer is paying 

the price. The way the seller communicates the product for a price with the buyer is 

called promotion. The place in the four P’s of the marketing mix is where the exchange 

is realized.  

Product. From the point of view of the tourist, the tourist product or service covers the 

complete experience from the moment they try to book until they return to their hotel 

or even home country.  

o Example: Julio Sánchez is offering birdwatching tours for novice birders in a 

nature park. He believes that has done a good job by escorting a young couple. 

The reality, however, may be different. A review from the couple on social media 

may sound like this: There was no online booking of the service and it could not 

be paid by a credit card. The nature park is far away from the city we were staying 

in. The road was with a lot of potholes and in one place one of our tyres bursted 

and we had to change it. There was no car parking at the meeting point and we 

parked a kilometer away. The guide was great and had fun, but Dona tripped on 

the walking path and fell. We wished that there was a place to have a 

refreshment at the end of the tour so in a relaxed mood to recap the species we’ve 

seen. There was heavy traffic on the way back to the city. It was a tiring day.  

The tourist product can be divided into two parts, tangible and intangible. The tangible 

part is the tourist infrastructure (roads, information signs, quality of the habitat and the 

landscape…), while the intangible part is the services. The intangible part can be divided 

into three subcategories depending on the time and place the services are taking place.  

When a tourist product (service or set of services) is designed for a 

specific target segment, the whole experience should be taken into 

consideration, not just the guiding.  
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9.3. Pre-booking and booking of a guided tour 

In our dynamic and fast-moving world, tourists want to have all the needed information 

quickly. Once they have decided on booking a tour, they should be led through an easy 

and user-friendly reservation process. In developed markets, tour descriptions should 

be engaging, up-to-the point and with all the FAQ answered in advance. Enquiries should 

be dealt with courtesy and very swiftly, otherwise, the customer may consider the 

competition. Along those lines, consider the results of a new Expedia Media Solutions 

study, performed in collaboration with Compete. The study found that travellers who 

visited a destination marketing organization (DMO) site, such as VisitBritain, within the 

45 days prior to booking a vacation package on an online travel agency site, made 38 

visits to travel sites before purchasing the 

vacation package. In any case, the response 

time should be the same as the competition or 

shorter. Online booking is preferred by most 

customers but requires keeping the availability 

in check.  

The actual service on spot should keep the promise made during the booking process or 

even exceed it. The tour specifics should be based on the personal brand positioning and 

good knowledge of the market segment and the competition. This is where the 

performance superiority should be outlined and highlighted.  

A few hours or days after the end of the tour it is good to contact the customers for 

expressing gratitude and requesting feedback. The act further builds customer loyalty 

and demonstrates operational excellence. It creates a transition between a promise for 

service delivery and a relationship.  

9.4. Price 

There are different factors to consider when pricing services. A pricing strategy should 

be in place. Here are six essential steps in setting up a pricing strategy for service 

(Figure 9.3.).  

Generally, DAY TRIPS are 

booked with less research, but at 

the last minute, MULTI-DAY 

TOURS are researched more 

thoughtfully and booked in 

advance. 
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• Pricing objectives. Some of them are: maximum current profit, maximum market 

share (market-penetrating pricing), survival, maximum market skimming, 

product-quality leadership and others. 

• Determining demand. Determining the demand is related to price sensitivity 

and price elasticity. Price sensitivity is the degree to which demand changes 

when the cost of a product or service changes. Some of the main drivers of price 

sensitivity are: 

o Availability and awareness of substitutes (example): There are a lot of local 

nature guides capable of doing tours at the wetlands around Burgas, Bulgaria. 

A citizen of the city may know most of them and he/she will be more price-

sensitive, while a foreigner coming to the city may find information only 

about 2 or 3 of the nature guides. In this case, he/she will be in most cases 

less price sensitive. 

o Ease of direct comparison (Example): If we go back again to the nature guides 

in Burgas. If they all offer their tours with prices on one internet platform, a 

potential customer will be able to compare them very easily and will be more 

price sensitive. If the customer has to do a thorough search and he hasn’t any 

time for it, he/she will check the rates of only a few of the guides and will be 

less price-sensitive.  

o Total expenditure (related value in the bundle) (example 1): Bigger families 

are more price sensitive to services and goods during their vacation as their 

total expenditure is high. Offering family or children discounts increase the 

volume of sales. (Example 2): The relative cost of a birdwatching tour to the 

price of the whole vacation package is also a factor for price sensitivity.  

o Price/quality inference. Some consumers use price as an indicator of quality. 

Prices are used as a signal of quality when information about the true quality 

of the product is not available. 

• Estimating the costs. For determination of the price of service a nature guide 

should estimate the costs. Keep in mind that usually, nature-related tours and in 

particular birdwatching is seasonal and fixed annual costs should be covered 

during the tourist season. The distribution cost also should be considered. 
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• Analyzing competitors costs, prices and offers. In segments with high 

competition, the prices are usually lowered.  

• Select a pricing method. Two of the easy to implement methods are: 

o Going rate pricing or charge as everyone else is 

o Perceived-Value Pricing: the tourists' perception of the service is key, not the 

cost. What is the product worth to the consumer sets the price? 

If there is seasonality in your tours then having dynamic pricing (higher prices in 

the high tourist season) will increase your income and revenue.  

• Selecting the final price. A consideration of the way of sales should be taken into 

account when setting the final price.  

o Direct sales – a type of sales that implies direct contact between a seller and 

a consumer without involving any third parties. 

o Indirect sales are the sale of a good or service by a third party, such as a 

partner or affiliate. Indirect sales may be used in conjunction with direct sales 

efforts. (Example): A nature guide can sell his/her services via hotel or OTA. 

The price of a product should be higher when it is sold indirectly since the 

partner/agent takes a commission, which in the tourism industry can reach 

up to 30%.  

 

Figure 9.3. Essential steps for setting up a price strategy. 
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9.5. Promotion 

One part of the promotion is the communication strategy. It can include: 

• Mass or targeted media (advertising, public relations, product placement). 

• Personal and interpersonal means of communication (salesforce, word of 

mouth (online or offline), point of purchase (store or online). 

There are also non-communication means - usually through price discounts and 

coupons. The focus of this module will be on some means of promotion that best fit the 

profession of a nature guide. For reaching the target goals of a promotion a 

communication plan must be in place.  

A communication plan has the following 7 M’s (Figure 9.4.): 

1. Market segment (Who should I talk to?). This step in communication planning 

refers to segmentation and positioning.  

2. Messaging content (What should I tell the customers?). The message should 

communicate the already discussed point of difference (service superiority or 

product customization).  

3. Mission (What are the achievements that need to be realized? Awareness, 

interest, trial) A consumer does not go from a nonbuyer to a buyer in a 0-1 

manner. They go through stages: Attention � Interest �Desire � Action  

4. Media strategy (How do we reach them?) 

• Media choice. Mass media are effective at creating attention and interest, 

but not at the later stages of the persuasion process, while personal and 

interpersonal means of communication are very strong factors influencing 

desire and action. Nature guides are working (in most cases) in small niche 

markets. A choice of targeted media over mass media (national newspapers, 

national TV channels…) is rational. The trend of using digital media, in terms 

of time spent and frequency, over traditional media is evident. Starting with 

Google MyBusiness, Facebook page and Tripadvisor profile is a cost-effective 
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and easy way to showcase your services and their advantages over the 

competition.  

o Facebook/ Instagram. The Facebook page can be interconnected with 

Instagram (the latter is mainly used by people between 18 and 34 years 

of age) to maximise the impacts of its posts. Facebook as a social media 

platform which offers possibilities for fine targeting of certain audiences, 

building your personal brand and customer loyalty. The algorithm of this 

social media changes, but as of 2021, live or recorded videos are the most 

influential way to send a message on Facebook. The platform provides 

opportunities for service recommendations and ratings.  

o Google MyBusiness Page. There is no need for a web designer to set your 

Google MyBusiness, but all details, influential text and pictures must be 

present.  Google MyBusiness profiles visualize in Google Maps and are 

prioritized in Google’s local searches. There is an option for your 

customers to rate the services of a guide, while the guide can respond to 

the reviews. A guide should encourage (especially customers he/she is 

sure that are content with the services provided) to leave reviews.  

o TripAdvisor. This is the largest tourist site with millions of reviews and 

forum comments. A highly rated profile there gives numerous marketing 

advantages. Viator (a trip selling platform) and TripAdvisor are in essence 

one company. The guide’s tours can be listed on Viator on a commission 

basis.  

• Informative website. The majority of tourists research their travel plans on 

the internet. An informative site with attractive content and intuitive 

navigation can draw and convince clients to book. But first, the clients have 

to find the site so it must be optimized for search engines and show at least 

on the first page, but best be one of the first 3 results showing on pre-decided 

keywords.  

5. Message design (How should we say it?) There are two types of appeals: rational 

and emotional. Examples of rational appeals: 
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• Product demonstration.  Video of a birdwatching tour or carousel with 

pictures of birdwatching activities habitats and landscapes. 

• Testimonials. Being very effective because they are from regular users that 

sound sincere.  

For emotional appeals regarding tourism products always use positive emotions- 

affection, humour, joy etc. 

From another perspective, the media could be divided into: 

• Paid (TV commercials, search engine ads, banner advertising. 

• Earned (campaign, tournament…) 

• Own (website, Facebook profile, service/product…)   

6. Money (What is the budget for advertisement?) Тhere are different approaches 

for setting a budget. % of the sales, but a more purposeful plan will be setting 

specific goals. Any online campaign should be monitored constantly and changes 

should be applied where needed. As nature guides will spend a lot of time on 

chosen media this should also be considered as an expenditure.  

7.  Measurement (Was it worth it?). Facebook offers different measures on the 

insights menu. Google MyBusiness offers different statistics, but in general, you 

may see how many people have seen your Google page and how they have 

reacted to it. TripAdvisor is more about the number of reviews and ratings. The 

SEO performance of a website can be monitored via Google Analytics, while paid 

campaigns in Google can be viewed on Google Ads. 

 

Figure 9.4. Steps in the communication plan.
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In this Didactic Unit concepts related to ornithological tourism will be taken into 

account, from the types of tourist to creation of ornithological itineraries.  
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Ornithological tourism should be carried out as a part of a broader concept of 

ecotourism, and therefore based on common principles, pursue the same goals and 

place equal demands on the services provided. However, ornithological tourists 

represent an independent and very specific group, with their requirements and 

expectations, which are often unique in this segment of tourism and sometimes can 

even vary significantly. Familiarity with these specifics is essential for the understanding 

of the expectations of ornithological tourists and subsequent appropriate development 

of the services provided and their communication to achieve the satisfaction on both 

sides, i.e. not only of visitors but also of providers of these services and local people. 

10.1. The position of ornithological tourist within a wider group 

of ecotourists 

Terms nature or nature-based tourism and ecotourism are sometimes used as the 

equivalent. Some approaches consider nature tourism a tourism based on the natural 

attractions of an area which consists also of responsible travel, protecting the 

environment and improving the quality of life of locals. Others only as a travel to enjoy 

undeveloped natural areas or wildlife. In this scope ecotourism, on the other hand, is 

referred to as sustainable tourism, a specialism within nature tourism. Its focus is on 

learning about the environment, minimizing negative impacts and contributing to 

environmental protection. So while nature tourism is used to describe a wide range of 

activities not necessarily sustainable or connected with the protection of natural values, 

ecotourism has a clear definition linked to education and nature protection (Figure 

10.1.). [5, 6] 
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Figure 10.1. The position of ecotourism among other types of touristic activities linked with 

wildlife and nature. [1] 

When providing services in ornithological tourism, we have to always aim to comply with 

the ecotourism principles: 

• Minimize impacts on fauna and flora. 

• Produce direct financial benefits for conservation. 

• Provide positive experiences for both visitors and hosts. 

• Deliver memorable interpretative experiences to visitors that help raise 

sensitivity to nature, local society and culture. 

• Support low-impact facilities. 

• Generate financial benefits for both local people and private industry. 

                          is responsible travel to natural areas that conserves 

the environment, sustains the well-being of the local people, and 

creates knowledge and understanding through interpretation and 

education of all involved (visitors, staff and the visited). [2] 

Ecotourism 
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• Recognize the rights and spiritual beliefs of indigenous and local peoples and 

work in partnership to create empowerment. 

Many different activities can be included in nature-

oriented tourism or labeled as ecotourism. Not all of 

them focus on the same goals as ecotourism, some 

simply benefit from nature or take place in a natural 

environment without learning about natural values or 

caring about the environment at all, and some could 

even disturb animals and harm nature. Such activities 

could be: 

• Hard adventure tourism with the emphasis on action and performance (sports, 

cycling, kayaking, canyoning, heliskiing, quad biking, …), could be challenging and 

even risky  

• Hunting and fishing 

• Horse riding or dog sledding 

• Agrotourism 

• Wildlife farms and other similar facilities where wild animals are held captive 

only for touristic purposes 

However, some of the above-mentioned activities can be used as support to reach the 

aims of ecotourism (e. g. using horse riding instead of motor vehicles for transport or 

accommodation or food from a local farm) or even as an environmentally friendly 

activity itself when carried out with care (kayaking or paddling in an appropriate place 

with added information about the natural values) while others can never be considered 

ecotourism, such as “recreational” hunting. 

Ornithological tourism belongs to a group of niche tourisms. A niche tourism is a specific 

market segment, usually with a well-defined product, that can be tailored to meet the 

needs of particular audience. Niche tourisms are good for diversifying the product, 

minimizing the effects of seasonality, and reducing pressure on the most visited areas 

by distributing tourists to less-visited places. Niche tourisms represent diversity and the 

To fulfill its potential, 

ornithological tourism 

should always aim to be 

fully a part of ecotourism. 
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ways of making difference. Examples of niche tourisms besides wildlife tourism are: 

gastronomy, genealogy, festival, art, folklore, diving, wedding tourism, etc. [3, 4] 

As follows from the above, ornithological tourist can be everything between 

environmentally and socially concerned individual pursuing the aims of sustainable 

ecotourism and individual narrowly focused only on own interest in observing birds. You 

will find more on the motivation and interests of ornithological tourists according to 

their typology as well as different approaches in marketing and promotion in the 

following chapters. 

10.2. Main motivations in ornithological tourism 

Birdwatching is becoming a widespread hobby among various groups of people and 

with the increase we see recently in tourism in general (cheap plane tickets, travel to 

previously inaccessible places, open borders, ongoing globalization) we can expect it to 

grow even further.  

 

Motivation of ornithological tourists according to [7]: 

• BIRDS OF A SPECIFIC REGION 

These birds define the birdlife profile of the region, because they represent the leading 

exponent of a particular or typical environment or because of their uniqueness 

compared to other regions. Identifying these species among all other species is essential 

to define the ornithological appeal of the place in which you are working. 

Ornithological tourists usually choose destinations with above the average number of 

bird species and with as many different bird species as possible from those living in their 

home countries or regions. The presence of endemic, rare or elsewhere difficult to 

observe bird species is also a strong important factor. 

While the main objective of ornithological tourists is to observe 

birds, they can have several different motivations and aims in 

this matter, some of them being very specific. 
Fringilla teydea 
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• NEW SPECIES 

A tourist's motivation when making a birdwatching trip is the observation of birds he 

has never seen before. The increase in a life list of species is often an important element 

in the outcomes from birding activities. Birdwatchers want to spot new species that do 

not occur in their own country or region, especially endemic birds. This is a good 

opportunity, because while this will predominantly apply to rare and endemic species 

(especially for experienced birdwatchers), in the case of less experienced birdwatchers 

you never know which species do they still miss. 

• BIRD LISTS 

Many birders maintain bird lists of all species they have seen in their lives, and adding 

to them can be a major reason for their trips. The most extreme “listers” are called 

twitchers, who make the list the only reason for their travels. However, a large 

percentage of birders, twitchers or not, maintain their personal list and take advantage 

of their trips to accumulate species on it. In some circumstances, competitive bird 

watching occurs amongst birders. 

• ORNITHOLOGICAL PHENOMENA 

The peak season for ornithological tourism is spring (migration, courtship, breeding) 

following by autumn (migration) (Figure 10.2.). Focusing also on other ornithological 

phenomena helps to minimize the negative effect of seasonality and provide the source 

of business also during the low season. Ornithological tourism is a great opportunity to 

enhance the main touristic offer and prolong the season in regions with the main season 

during summer (the least attractive season for birdwatchers), while taking advantage of 

already existing and available infrastructure (accommodation, dining facilities, 

transport). At a local level, interest may be limited to certain seasons and events, so it 

could be useful to complement this with neighboring regions that offer other attractions 

in those times when there is less activity in our area. 
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Figure 10.2. Examples of ornithological phenomena. 

• ORNITHOLOGICAL (AND OTHER) EVENTS 

Birdfairs, ornithological conferences, opening of rescue centers, feeding stations, 

releasing of birds into to wild, volunteer work and similar events and reasons attract 

birdwatchers to places also outside the main birdwatching season. Some of these events 

are already accompanied by offer of birdwatching trips, but people keen to birdwatching 

travel also for other reasons (business or family trip) and they like to use their spare time 

going birdwatching. 

10.3. Ornithological tourist typology 

Tourist typologies are descriptors of distinctive forms of tourist behavior. Within the 

group of ornithological tourists, it is possible to identify several basic types with different 

expectations and requirements. They reflect different motivations, interests, and 

objectives of travel for each of these types. The purpose of these typologies is to divide 

tourists into different groups to find out their specific requirements and address them 

accordingly. When providing services, it is important to reflect this typology 

appropriately, not only when reacting to the needs of an individual tourist but also while 

developing the ready-made offer for the general market. 
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The most common classification of tourists is according to origin and destination but 

for the purposes of ornithological tourism, more useful typology is according to the level 

of objective, motivation and interest in birds. 

10.3.1. Classification of tourists according to the country of origin and destination 

There are three types of tourists according to the origin and destination of visitors: 

• Domestic tourism: Activities of a visitor within their country of residence and 

outside of their home. 

• Inbound tourism: Activities of a visitor from outside of country of residence. 

• Outbound tourism: Activities of a resident visitor outside of their country of 

residence. 

If we plan to offer birdwatching services at our home spot, we are interested in domestic 

and inbound tourists. 

For the purposes of ornithological tourism, it is more beneficial to look closer on the 

particular country of origin of visitors: 

• Europe: Birdwatchers are men and women of all ages, but they are often 

between 40 and 70 years old. They are usually well educated, relatively affluent 

and interested in other wildlife as well. They often travel solo, without partners, 

just to focus on their hobby. Most birdwatchers are members of local bird or 

nature organizations (50 % of all birdwatching tourists in Spain, 80 % in the group 

of foreign tourists are members or associates of a conservation NGO [7]). They 

use input from these organizations to choose their destination. They also get 

their inspiration from bird/nature books or magazines and recommendations 

from other birdwatchers. [5] The United Kingdom and the Netherlands are 

widely recognized as the most significant source markets for birdwatching 

tourism. Other interesting markets are mainly northern and western European 

areas such as Germany and Scandinavia. 

o United Kingdom: A country with a long tradition in birdwatching, great 

number and diversity of birdwatchers. According to a 2013 survey, 

birdwatching has become the number one hobby in the UK [5]. British 
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national BirdLife partner the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds) only 

has more than a million members. A survey on ornithological tourist behavior 

from Spain [7] shows that visitors from the UK in Spain are generally elderly 

persons (retirees) and with a medium-high purchasing power. They generally 

tend to be quite well informed about the birds that they can find in the place 

of visit. Many move in an organized group. 

o Europe (other than United Kingdom): Very diverse group. The countries with 

a high number of people interested in birdwatching and ornithological 

tourism are: The Netherlands, Denmark, France, Sweden. Tourists in Spain 

[7] also come from Belgium, Switzerland, Germany, Norway and Italy. The 

age range of these visitors is much broader, ranging from approximately 35-

40 years onwards. They usually have a medium purchasing power. These 

tourists are also well informed about the birds they can find and the places 

to visit. Few of them move in organized groups. 

• Other foreign countries: Mainly The United States of America and Canada, but 

the number of visitors is small. Their profile is similar to the European tourist, 

but with a higher purchasing power. Their information on birds and the visited 

territory is usually somewhat inferior. The proportion of those moving in an 

organized group is similar to that of the British. [7] 

According to 2011 survey there are 47 million birdwatchers in the USA (older 

than 16 years), which makes 20 % of the population, average birdwatcher is 53 

years old, has better than average income and education, there are slightly more 

women than men (56 % of women), made up of all age group but middle age or 

older represent the largest group (55 plus age group 30 % of all birdwatchers), 

usually spend 13 days away-from-home birding. [8] 

Domestic tourist: The group of national tourists is very varied. In Spain, these tourists 

were younger than from the other groups (most notably between 30 and 60 years). 

Their purchasing power is generally medium, and they make relatively short trips (days, 

weekends) except on holidays. Their knowledge on the environment is varied, even if 

there is a part of them with very precise data on birds and access to places. There are 

almost no organized groups; most of them come on their own. [7] 
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10.3.2. Classification of tourist according their objectives, motivation and interests and 

adaptation to their specific requirements 

The aim of adaptations to the specific requirements according to the type of 

ornithological tourist is tourist satisfaction, which is a key issue for sustainable 

ecotourism (or any other type of tourism). By well-considered concept of provided 

services according to the specific type of ornithological tourist, it is even possible to 

influence the behavior of tourists towards strengthening the conservation and 

sustainability objectives of ornithological tourism. 

According to surveys and studies of the ornithological market [5, 7, 8], we can identify 

three main types of ornithological tourists: Twitchers, Enthusiastic birdwatchers and 

Casual birdwatchers. Twitchers are sometimes referred to as hard birders or hard core 

birders, and enthusiastic and casual birdwatchers as soft birders. Each type differs in 

objectives and means to achieve satisfaction. Accommodating your services and their 

communication (marketing) according to the objectives of each segment leads to higher 

client satisfaction. 

• TWITCHERS OR “HARD CORE BIRDWATCHERS” 

This type is represented by a small group 

of birdwatching tourists (only around 10 

% of the birdwatching market), usually 

male. Twitchers are experienced and 

dedicated birdwatchers that want to see 

as many birds as possible. For this 

purpose, they bring their own equipment 

such as telescopes and binoculars. 

Twitchers travel great distances to see 

new or rare birds which to add to their 

list. Once they have seen it, they usually 

move on. Some even engage in 

competitions to accumulate the longest Figure 10.3. Twitchers’ characteristics. 
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species list. They are not really interested in other activities. Twitchers have an excellent 

knowledge of birds, are familiar with birding resources (literature, bird portals, mobile 

applications) and usually are well prepared for their trip. They require high standard of 

the provided services (Figure 10.3.). 

• ENTHUSIASTIC BIRDWATCHERS 

This segment represents around 50 % of birdwatching tourists. They are birdlife and 

nature lovers who generally have a profound knowledge of the fauna of a destination. 

Weather and other circumstances are 

not that important to them. Birding 

enthusiasts are slower travelers than 

twitchers, as they also like to relax. 

They are interested in other activities 

as well, especially cultural. This group 

generally spends more on birding 

tours and equipment than the other 

segments. 

They are usually not focused only on 

birds and are comfortable with a 

larger group (up to 15. They are more 

tolerant of birdwatchers of different 

levels of knowledge. Satisfaction comes 

both from observing birds and from social interactions. Despite needing some comforts, 

this segment also desires a large and diverse bird list. Majority of enthusiastic 

birdwatchers are women (Figure 10.4.). 

• CASUAL BIRDWATCHERS 

This segment represents around 30 % of birdwatching tourists. For casual birders, 

birdwatching is not the main purpose of their trip. Casual birders include travelers 

interested in other outdoor and nature-based activities, such as hiking or wildlife 

watching. They could be persuaded to include birding as an additional activity. As birding 

is growing in popularity, casual birders are a strong potential growth category. 

Figure 10.4. Enthusiastic birdwatchers’  

characteristics. 
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Casual Birders typically make up the highest proportion of visitors to nature 

destinations. Satisfaction for this group comes mainly from the superficial interaction 

with nature and the sense of discovery associated with it. This group prefers visiting 

areas accessible by road and viewing colorful and emblematic species with less effort 

and more comfort (Figure 10.5.). 

 

Figure 10.5. Casual birdwatchers’  characteristics. 

• SCHOOL AND OTHER GROUPS 

A special segment of birdwatching market are groups of pupils, students or other 

specific collectives. The members of these groups usually do not have high level of 

knowledge about birds or high inner motivation for their observing and require 

adaptations of program of your trip (shorter talks, more stops, easy route, focus on 

attractive, colorful, visible species, additional activities). 

o In case of a children group, prepare additional activities such as games and 

exercises according to their age. The more they are connected with the 

environment and use natural components, the better. 

o It is good to decide in advance whether to prepare and advertise a trip/program 

for schools or at least state this possibility, or not to provide services for this type 

of groups at all. 
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o In case you would like to focus on this kind of programs, consult and cooperate 

with teachers, ecocenters and other educational institutions in your area. 

10.3.3. Adaptations of other factors according to the categories of ornithological 

tourists 

Evaluation of local conditions, your abilities, and interests before developing the 

content of your ornithological services will help you target it to the right audience, help 

with its promotion and bring you the best input/outcome ratio. 

• LANGUAGE (FOREIGN VS. DOMESTIC CLIENT) 

The decisive factor in choosing your target market is the languages you speak. To 

address international visitors, English is the best choice. The biggest birdwatching 

market in Europe is the UK; the Dutch, Germans, and Scandinavians usually speak 

English very well and the most important oversee market is North America. 

Another good option is the language of the neighboring country or the language of the 

majority of the visitors of your area other than speaking your primary language (which 

in many cases is the same). 

According to surveys, the guide's knowledge of languages is highly praised by foreign 

tourists. 

o If you do not speak any foreign language, focus on the domestic market (or 

foreign tourists speaking your language). 

o If you plan to learn a new language, start with English. After English, Spanish and 

French would be a good choice as international languages, or German because 

of the large number of German-speaking people in Europe. 

o If you speak a foreign language, make it your advantage. It is a good way how to 

differentiate yourself from the other guides. Ask embassies and cultural centers 

of nations speaking this language in your country for cooperation, advertise on 

their websites and in magazines. 

o As in many other areas, also the language of the birdwatching community can 

slightly differ from the general usage. Try to get to as many birdwatching-related 

materials as you can in a given language and build your vocabulary. 
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o If you do not speak any foreign language, it does not mean you cannot guide 

foreign tourists: some of them could speak your language and larger organized 

groups often travel with their own guide/interpreter. 

o When guiding a foreign group and communicating not in their mother tongue it 

is nice to prepare a list of local bird species in their language or take a guide 

book or any promotional materials about the area in this language, if you have 

such. 

o To avoid disappointment, indicate the level of your language skills in advance 

(especially if it is not very good). 

o It is not necessary to be absolutely fluent in a foreign language to guide foreign 

visitors. Your service is based on enjoying nature and especially birds and your 

knowledge about them, not on giving long and complicated speeches. Focus on 

learning bird names, birdwatching-related vocabulary, and description of the 

local environment. With time and experience, you will do better. 

• BIRDLIFE (FOREIGN, DOMESTIC OR LOCAL CLIENT) 

The richness, composition, and accessibility of bird species in a particular area is the top 

key factor in birdwatching tourism. But it does not mean, that if your target area is not 

among the top according to birdlife, that it is not suitable for providing ornithological 

guiding services. Both extremities have their potential.  

Such places are usually already well-known 

among birdwatchers, there is literature, bird 

reports ad birding infrastructure available. 

There are other places visited for other than 

ornithological (wildlife) reasons, such as cultural, 

recreational, or business. In such places, the 

supply of ornithological guiding services could 

bring a very welcome diversification of general tourist supply while using the advantage 

of the existing functioning infrastructure and the presence of potential clients. These 

places are (so far) not known for their birdwatching offer, so your clients would be 

Places rich in birdlife, with 

ENDEMIC and rare species, 

accessible and with developed 

TOURIST INFRASTRUCTURE 

attract foreign, domestic as 

well as local visitors. 
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mostly less experienced and educated in birdlife. They can come from abroad, other 

regions of your country or even be locals. 

o The best way to address a foreign client is a combination of a place rich in birdlife 

and a good level of corresponding foreign language. 

o Twitchers and Enthusiastic Birdwatchers would be attracted by areas well-

known for their rich birdlife (endemic and rare species, or outstanding 

ornithological phenomena) with available literature, trip reports, infrastructure 

(such as hiking routes, observation towers or hides). 

o Casual birdwatchers usually visit places with good infrastructure and services, 

plenty of things to see and do, the richness of birdlife not necessary be the most 

important on their list. 

o However, many tourists these days prefer quieter, not so much visited places, 

so would choose less developed unspoiled places even with less infrastructure 

or even less ornithologically interesting over those well-known with rich birdlife. 

o An interesting product for local people or schools could be introductory trips to 

the domestic birdlife (not necessarily at birdlife hotspots). 

10.4. Benefits of target-based approach and areas of its application 

Target-based approach is a client-driven strategy of creating products and their 

marketing aiming to create the best value for targeted customers. It is based on 

segmentation to identify relatively homogeneous groups of clients in order to satisfy 

their needs, objectives and preferences more specifically than a mass marketing strategy 

could do while at the same time increasing marketing efficiency and effectiveness. Using 

the target-based approach you can develop products and services for specific groups 

of clients and gain a competitive advantage. [9] 

You can use this approach when developing your initial offer, continuously while 

offering and providing your services (continuous evaluation) and for marketing. 

o Find out, who are the tourists visiting your area. What country do they come 

from, what languages do they speak, what are they level of knowledge about 
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birds, their equipment, purchasing power, what are they motivations and 

objectives (what type of ornithological tourist they are). 

o When developing your initial offer, consider the local conditions: richness of 

birdlife, endemic and rare species of birds, ornithological phenomena, special 

events for birdwatchers, ornithological infrastructure, 

popularity of your area, and your language skills 

and decide what kind of products are you 

going to offer, who are you going to focus on, 

what types of tourists, foreign, domestic or 

local. 

o Communicate and advertise your services 

according to the audience (types of 

ornithological tourist and the country of origin).  

o Adapt the information about the bird species according to region/country 

where you promote them (highlight different species according to regional 

differences – pinpoint those, which are rare in your target location). 

o As the market develops, it is beneficial to evaluate the structure of visitors 

continuously and accommodate your offer according to your findings. 

o Ask your clients how did they find about your area and especially your services. 

Put the effort into the most successful ways to maximize the outcome. 
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Throughout Europe, as well as globally, a huge imbalance in supply and demand for 

ornithological tourism exists. Recognition of key components, local specifics, and 

market dynamics is crucial for creating an appropriate supply by which tourist behavior 

can be regulated. This should result not only in increased job opportunities but also in 

fulfilling the overall objectives of nature-orientated tourism. 

An offering of products for ornithological tourists has a positive impact on the market 

both in famous touristic destinations as well as in less-popular countries or regions. 

Although birdwatching is to large extent a seasonal activity, the highest peaks of bird 

activity, and therefore the time of the year with the highest interest from ornithological 

tourists, and the busiest time for “traditional” tourism (in Europe predominantly 

summer) do not match. In this way, ornithological tourism can to some extent help to 

stabilize the overall inflow of tourists and also increase the income for subjects 

operating in tourism. Focusing on local or domestic ornithological tourists can further 

increase the regularity of employment and therefore not only increase but also more 

evenly distribute the income through the year. Besides, areas suitable for ornithological 

tourism are in many cases different from popular tourist destinations. Therefore, the 

existing supply of ornithological tourism can distribute the tourist traffic into a wider 

area. Even at places traditionally visited by tourists, birdwatching can be added to the 

usual set of tourist attractions. In this way, an added value and a possible change of 

tourist approach can be reached.  

11.1. Definition of supply and demand on the tourist market 

11.1.1. Demand 

Demand in economics refers to a consumer's desire to purchase goods and services and 

willingness to pay a price for a specific good or service. Holding all other factors constant, 
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an increase in the price of a good or service will decrease the quantity demanded, and 

vice versa. [1] 

• Demand can mean either market demand for a specific good or aggregate 

demand for the total of all goods in an economy. 

• Demand, along with supply, determines the actual prices of goods and the 

volume of goods that changes hands in a market. 

Demand in tourism is the total number of persons who travel or wish to travel and use 

tourist facilities and services at places away from their places of work or residence. [2] 

 Demand is closely related to supply. While 

consumers try to pay the lowest prices they can for 

goods and services, suppliers try to maximize profits. 

Generally, as price goes down, the quantity 

demanded rises, and as price rises, the quantity demanded goes down. But if suppliers 

charge too much, the quantity demanded drops and suppliers do not sell enough 

products to earn sufficient profits. If suppliers charge too little, the quantity demanded 

increases but lower prices may not cover suppliers’ costs or allow for profits. 

• A drop in price only increases revenue if demand is high enough and the quantity 

sold compensates for the lowering of the selling price. 

• An increase in price usually leads to a drop in demand but can lead to an increase 

in overall revenue. [4] 

The relative responsiveness in demand to changes in price is known as elasticity. Elastic 

demand is one where a change in price greatly changes demand. Inelastic demand is 

one where a change in price has little effect on demand. 

• For business tourists the decision of when, where, or even whether to go is often 

beyond their control. So business travel is both price and income inelastic. 

• Leisure tourists have freedom of choice regarding where, when, how long, and 

even whether to go on holiday at all. They can shop competitively, checking 

prices, value for money, special offers, etc. So income and price elasticities are 

higher than for business tourists. [4] 

Price is very 

dependent on customer 

demand for the service 
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Sometimes customers perceive that higher prices could 

be an indicator of high quality. Other factors affecting 

demand include the appeal of a good or service, the 

availability of competing goods, the availability of financing, or the perceived 

availability of a good or service (Figure 11.1.) 

Therefore, customers’ demand for 

products is not always related to 

their price. There are other 

elements that could affect their 

purchase decision: [3, 5] 

• Fashion: 

Destinations/Activities go in 

and out of fashion (with an 

important role of media and 

marketing). 

• Socio-political changes: Civil 

unrest can seriously affect 

demand for a destination, or 

alternatively increase demand if the country was previously engaged in war or 

internal strife and is now peaceful. Similarly, if the borders of a country were 

closed and now it is easy to travel there or in the case of tourists from a country 

with previously closed borders who can now travel abroad (and now represent 

the potential new market to address). 

• Simultaneous consumption of complementary products and services: Tourism 

products are often consumed together, such as an air flight and a hotel room 

along with a sightseeing tour, so an increase in demand for one product may 

cause an increase in demand for complementary products. 

• Competition:  

o From other tourism products, such as suppliers of similar products, or 

suppliers of products to other destinations.  

Demand does not 

depend on price alone. 

Figure 11.1. Other factor that affect demand. 
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o From non-tourism products – because expenditure on tourism is often 

discretionary and could be reassigned to other goods. 

• Seasonality: Tourism demand is highly seasonal, with the weather being a critical 

factor in choosing a destination, in the case of ornithological tourism also 

phenological season (breeding, migration, wintering). Among other factors are 

also school or public holidays and special events (tourism demand is only present 

for the periods of the event). 

• The uniqueness of the local natural environment, birdlife, or natural/bird 

phenomena. 

• Marketing. 

Elements that could change (increase) the demand for ornithological services: 

꞉ Change in a distribution range of certain bird species. 

꞉ Creation of new protected areas, feeding stations, bird parks and sanctuaries. 

꞉ Newly formed breeding, roosting or wintering site. 

꞉ Availability of birdwatching infrastructure (observation towers, hides). 

꞉ Sudden occurrence of a certain (uncommon, unexpected, rare) bird species. 

꞉ Changes in the classification (species split). 

꞉ Discovery of a new bird species. 

11.1.2. Supply 

Supply in economics describes the total amount of a specific good or service that is 

available to consumers. Supply can relate to the amount available at a specific price or 

the amount available across a range of prices. This relates closely to the demand for a 

good or service at a specific price; all else being equal, the supply provided by producers 

will rise if the price rises because all producers/providers look to maximize profits. 

Supply in tourism is the supply of all assets, services and goods to be enjoyed or bought 

by visitors and occasioned by the journeys of visitors. Tourism supply consists of a 

combination or mix of attractions. Tourism supply shapes the demand for tourism in a 

country. [2] 
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If people demand a good and are willing to pay more for it, producers will add to the 

supply. As the supply increases, the price will fall given the same level of demand. 

Ideally, markets will reach a point of equilibrium where the supply equals the demand 

(no excess supply and no shortages) for a given price point. At this point, consumer 

utility and producer profits are maximized. [1] 

 

Tourism supply is a complex phenomenon because of both the nature of the product 

and the process of delivery. Principally, it cannot be stored (it is a perishable product), 

it is intangible in that it cannot be examined prior to purchase, it is necessary to travel 

to consume it, heavy reliance is placed on both natural and human-made resources, and 

a number of components are required, which may be purchased separately or jointly 

and which are consumed in sequence. It is a composite product involving transport, 

accommodation, catering, natural resources, entertainment, and other facilities and 

services, such as shops and banks, travel agents and tour operators. [5] 

Tourism exists in a fixed geographical location: Visitors must visit the 

destination or location; the location cannot relocate to the 

visitor! Businesses have to invest in tourism operations at the destination with an 

expectation that the destination will appeal sufficiently to visitors. This characteristic of 

tourism supply impacts a destinations’ ability to grow to meet demand. (investors can 

be slow to see the opportunity but quick to see the risk) [5] 

Each specific good or service will have its own supply and demand patterns 

based on price, utility and personal preference. 
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Time is important to supply because suppliers must try to react quickly to a change in 

demand or price. For suppliers, it’s important to determine whether a price change that 

is caused by demand will be temporary or permanent. 

• Demand refers to how much (quantity) of a product or service is desired by 

buyers. 

• The quantity demanded is the amount of a product people are willing to buy 

at a certain price. 

• Supply represents how much the market can offer. 

• The quantity supplied refers to the amount of certain goods producers are 

willing to supply when receiving a certain price. [4] 

→ The four basic laws of supply and demand: 

꞉ If demand increases and supply remains unchanged, a shortage will 

result, leading to a higher equilibrium price. 

꞉ If demand decreases and supply remains unchanged, a surplus will result, 

thus leads to a lower equilibrium price. 

꞉ If demand remains unchanged and supply increases, a surplus will result, 

leading to a lower equilibrium price. 

꞉ If demand remains unchanged and supply decreases, a shortage will 

result, leading to a higher equilibrium price. 

 

• Before developing an initial offer of ornithological guiding services, find out what 

is the current situation of the tourist market in your target area. If there is a 

surplus or a shortage of the tourist demand in general, and in ornithological 

tourism in particular (supply of guided tours, bird guides, programs for schools, 

other birdwatching products). It is good to know the situation on the overall 

market also for the case of complementary consumption (see above). 
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• If there is a shortage of supply, the decision which types of services to offer 

should be easier, focusing on those which are used most often/usually fully 

booked. 

• If there is a surplus of supply, it does not mean there is no place for your services. 

Focus on different target groups, include an innovative element in your product, 

or cooperate with other tourist suppliers in the area to develop a complementary 

product. (For target-based approach see chapters 10.3.2. Classification of 

tourists according to their objectives, motivation and interests and adaptation to 

their specific requirements and 10.3.3. Adaptations of other factors according to 

the categories of ornithological tourists.) 

• It is beneficial to carry out demand/supply evaluation regularly and adjust your 

offer accordingly. 

• Knowing the current situation of the local market helps also with the pricing of 

the products. (What are the most popular products? What is their price? Is your 

offer comparable/more comprehensive/simpler? Is there a demand for 

cheaper/more expensive products? Can you alter your offer accordingly?) 

11.2. The demand and supply of ornithological services on the 

European market 

The distribution of demand and supply of ornithological services in Europe is very varied. 

We can identify several factors affecting this distribution: 

• BIRDLIFE 

The highest demand for ornithological services is at 

places with rich birdlife (high number of bird species), 

places with endemic or rare species, places at the edge 

of a distribution range of particular species or places 

where certain bird phenomena occur (lek, roosting, migration, winter gatherings) or are 

the most accessible one with such phenomena . 

o Countries with a high number of bird species: Spain, France, Italy, Greece, 

Bulgaria, Romania (Figure 11.2.). 

The richness and 

uniqueness of local 

birdlife is the main driver 

in ornithological tourism. 
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o Countries with endemic species: the Canary Islands, Balearic Islands (Spain), 

Madeira, Azores (Portugal), Cyprus. 

o Occurrence of unique bird 

phenomena: Gibraltar/Tarifa (Spain) 

– migration of raptors, NP 

Hortobágy (Hungary) or NP 

Vorpommersche Boddenlandschaft 

(Germany) – migration of Common 

Cranes, Cyprus, Southern 

Finland/Estonia – migration of 

passerines, SE North Sea Cost – 

Wadden Sea (Germany, the 

Netherlands) – migration of waders. 

o Closest occurrence of certain 

phenomena/bird species: Ireland, 

UK, Norway – seabird colonies, 

Norway, Iceland, Svalbard – arctic species, Extremadura (Spain), Northern 

Italy, Verdon Gorge (Verdon Gorge) – vulture breeding sites, Danube delta 

(Romania), Camargue (France), Ebro delta, Doñana (Spain) – gatherings of 

waterbirds. 

o According to habitat: seashores, marshes, large waterbodies, river deltas, 

desserts, undeveloped rural country, mountains, pristine forests, cities.  

Not all of these countries or places have a sufficient supply of ornithological services or 

required infrastructure. There are other reasons that can play an important role: 

• BIRDWATCHING TRADITION 

o In the destination. Regions and places with long birdwatching tradition 

usually provide a broad supply of ornithological services and facilities. The 

overall birdwatching infrastructure (observation towers, hides, guides, 

webpages, other literature) is better in countries with many birdwatchers 

also at places not so well-known for their birdlife. 

Figure 11.2. Demand of Ornithological services. 
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o In the country of origin of the tourists. Tourists from the countries with a high 

number of domestic birdwatchers (UK, Netherlands, USA) will seek 

birdwatching opportunities also during their holidays not necessarily 

primarily focused on birds which provides an excellent opportunity if you 

work in a destination without a strong birdwatching tradition.  

• FAMILIARITY OF A DESTINATION 

In popular and well-known destinations there are plenty 

of subjects that invest in their own promotion, quite 

often there is support from state, public or municipal 

authorities. The same applies to sites popular for 

birdwatching – tourist providers soon find out that promoting birdlife of that area can 

bring clients. So generally, the more visitors, the better awareness and subsequently 

more attracted visitors. In this light, newly established destinations can struggle to make 

themselves visible in the strong competition of well-established birdwatching 

destinations. 

In ornithological tourism, an important source of information are personal trip reports 

from fellow birdwatchers on various birding portals which provides us with a good way 

how to make your destination or your services in particular known. The most important 

part of this is to “make a good first impression”, i.e. provide excellent services from the 

beginning. 

• NEW ACCESSIBILITY 

Increased demand can occur at places that were inaccessible in the past even if such 

places are not among the most attractive according to their birdlife. Such cases in Europe 

are e. g. former communist countries with closed borders (incoming tourists are curious 

about the places they have never been to before, they want to see the environment, 

some regions were much less developed than western countries, so could even 

resemble them in the past) or the formerly prohibited areas such as the large 

multinational area of Iron Curtain or former military areas at a local scale. Many of these 

areas were relatively untouched for several decades (border areas), so the wildlife could 

thrive there. Some were heavily altered and intensively maintained (e. g. airfields, 

The more popular 

tourist destination, the 

better promotion. 
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shooting ranges) but after abandonment provide conditions to host species that are 

already rare in the rest of the country. 

The increase of demand due to the above-mentioned reasons in regions with less 

attractive birdlife is usually not permanent and fades away after a few years. There is 

usually a lack of infrastructure and the general market may not be completely ready 

(e.g. not enough accommodation or dining facilities, lack of foreign language speakers). 

Some tourists thou can be attracted by the relatively undeveloped environment and will 

return. 

11.3. Good practice for developing ornithological guiding services 

in ornithologically less attractive regions 

11.3.1. Ornithological tourist market case-study from the Czech Republic 

The Czech Republic is a relatively small landlocked country (78 866 km2, 10 million 

inhabitants) without a strong birdwatching tradition or high popularity among the 

foreign birdwatcher community (a few hundred professional ornithologists, up to 6 000 

amateur members of ornithological society). There are no endemic bird species or 

unique environments. 

Therefore, it serves well to demonstrate the search for alternative ways how to attract 

ornithological tourists other than great bird diversity or how to increase the demand 

for ornithological services without a high number of domestic birdwatchers or well-

known reputation. It is important to understand the regional differences and most of all 

to be able to accommodate the service supply according to them. 

• GOOD PRACTICE IN THE BIRDWATCHING BUSINESS IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

(Figure 11.3.) 

o Combined products – birdwatching, agrotourism, hiking, sightseeing 

o Packages for foreign clients – visiting more places/regions/countries during 

one trip. Birdwatching trips to the Czech Republic can be extended to 

surrounding countries, especially Slovakia – it is close, it is possible to observe 

some other bird species there and there is no significant language barrier 

(Czech and Slovak are very similar). 
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o Developing an offer for domestic clients and strengthening the relationship 

through organizing also outgoing trips (cooperation with local guides 

abroad) Experienced birdwatchers can handle themselves in their home 

country – it is relatively small, “everyone knows everyone”, no language 

barrier. 

o Cooperation with ornithological societies and birdwatching clubs 

(discounts, tailor-made trips). 

o Cooperation with hotels and agencies especially in big cities (half- one-day 

individually guided trips). 

o Using a well-developed network of roads, railways, accommodation, dining 

and other facilities, info centers, maps, brochures, etc. for the benefit of a 

birdwatching program. 

 

Figure 11.3. Practices in birdwatching business. 

11.3.2. Possible approaches in establishing ornithological guiding service in 

ornithologically less attractive regions 

o In a place/region not attractive to foreign clients due to its birdlife focus on 

designing birdwatching products for domestic clients, especially beginners 

and less mobile people, offer programs for schools and other groups. 
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o Combine birdwatching with other types of activities, such as physical 

(hiking, cycling, paddling), gastronomic (wine or beer tasting, cooking of local 

dishes), or cultural activities (folk festivals, production of handmade 

products, visits of historical monuments) and especially other wildlife and 

nature observation (botany, geology, large carnivores, nature photography). 

This way you can address a wider audience and focus on interpreting the 

natural values and birdlife to a much larger audience than only people 

interested predominantly in birds. 

o Extend tours to surrounding regions or even countries, using the advantage 

of related languages, different bird species or natural environments and their 

proximity. 

o In better-developed regions use the network of roads and railways, 

accommodation, dining and other facilities not necessarily directly 

connected to birdwatching for the benefit of your tour. 

o A good way how to enrich your services is to organize outgoing 

ornithological trips to domestic clients. In this way you will build a client 

portfolio also for your domestic products as well as attract experienced 

birdwatchers who do not like to organize foreign trips on their own, do not 

speak foreign languages, etc. and they can spread the word through about 

your services in the ornithological bubble (websites, databases, personally) 

which can eventually attract 

foreign clients to your 

services. 

o Work with other local 

providers and develop a joint 

product with other services 

that you can promote 

together to attract a wider 

audience. (Figure 11.4.)  

Figure 11.4. Ornithological 

guiding approaches. 
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If you start from the beginning with no ornithological tours in your area, you have a 

unique opportunity to build your products in accordance with good practice in 

ornithological tourism, ethical guidelines, in a way that will respect natural values and 

support their preservation. It is the right time and place to set a standard for the future.  

Services connected to the area will attract visitors and consequently create new job 

opportunities and bring money, which is one of the best ways how to show the locals 

the value of these natural resources. The main birdwatching season is not during 

summer (the usual peak season for tourists) and is usually longer and more balanced, 

which brings steadier income. 

  

Developing a portfolio of ornithological guiding products along with the founding 

of protected areas, especially IBAs or SPAs, creates a unique opportunity                         

to present the value of these areas to local people. 
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This training module aims at providing all necessary information for developing 

ornithological itineraries, that even a person with not so many past experiences in this 

field could successfully construct an operational travel itinerary and work with it further. 

12.1. Definition and purpose of ornithological itineraries 

A travel itinerary is a schedule of events relating to planned travel, generally including 

destinations to be visited at specified times and means of transportation to move 

between those destinations [1] or in short a detailed plan or route of a journey [2]. 

Travel itineraries are an essential part of tourist supply. They serve as a basic source of 

information about the planned trip, 

they help manage the time, maximize 

the number of possible things to see 

and do and help to deal with 

unexpected circumstances (e.g. 

weather, traffic) (Figure 12.1). A well-

constructed itinerary helps in being 

more flexible when such an 

unexpected situation occurs. If 

prepared well, an ornithological 

itinerary can make things in the field 

much easier.  

Itineraries could be very simple – only a list of destinations and times – ideal as a quick 

reference for guides as well as for clients or providers of transportation, or quite 

elaborate. In the second case apart from the information about times and places they 

can provide also rich additional information: emergency numbers, contacts on drivers, 

hotels, information centers and other facilities, information about history and 

Figure 12.1. Advantages of travel itineraries. 
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geography of the visited and also broader area (region, country, bigger cities, notable 

landmarks), nature protection, fauna and flora and most of all target species of birds. 

• SOURCE OF INFORMATION 

This works in two directions (Figure 11.2.): 

1. As a source of information for the visitor to learn which exact places to visit or 

which routes to take, what bird species can be seen there, what time of day/year is 

the best for observing birds at these places, opening times of nearby facilities 

(museums, information centers, ornithological stations), admission fees (if 

applicable), restrictions (e.g. no entry areas in protected areas), recommended 

transportation and even recommendations for lodging and dining facilities. 

꞉ Since the long-term sustainability should always be an integral part of any 

birdwatching activity, while creating an itinerary for this purpose it is more 

than appropriate to aim to include the most environmentally friendly means 

and businesses as possible, such as transportation, accommodation, food 

service providers, souvenir shops etc. that comply with local, regional and 

national regulations and to consider also health, safety and labor aspects. 

For a client an itinerary obtained before the trip is also a valuable source of 

information about the required equipment, clothing, expected additional expenses 

(obligatory or optional fees and admissions), local currency etc. If the language used 

in the chosen destination is different from the mother tongue of the client or the 

client does not speak this language, the itinerary could also include information 

which would otherwise be available on the spot only in this other language and thus 

incomprehensible for the client. 

The above-mentioned work for both – a client visiting and area on his own as well 

as a client using services of a guide. 

2. As a source of information for the guide. Especially if using an itinerary prepared 

by someone else, but even if prepared personally. Structured information in an 

itinerary is a good help not to forget anything during the trip and as well as a source 

to quickly find answers to client´s possible questions. Do not fear to include even 
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the most basic and simple information. You never know when it will become handy. 

This way you will be able to give the client all the information even if anything would 

temporarily slip from your mind. A guide can prepare and add to the itinerary also 

information about the general area (country, region, parts you are only traveling 

through), its birdlife, more detailed information on the target area (national park, 

nature reserve, Important Bird Area) and/or detailed accounts of target bird 

species. It is a welcome source of information to give to the clients during idle time 

such as transport from one place to another or unexpected downtime on your trip, 

such as long waiting time at a facility you wish to visit, while waiting for a local 

expert to arrive or at the border crossings. It is not necessary – and most of all not 

possible – to memorize every figure but clients will appreciate to get as much 

precise and valuable information as possible. With the help of carefully planned 

itinerary nothing is forgotten. 

 

Figure 11.2. Differences between information for visitors and guides. 

• MANAGE THE TIME 

When preparing an itinerary you reserve a certain 

amount of time for each activity (birdwatching, 

visit of an information center, transport, rest, 

lunch etc.). Since unexpected events can occur, it 

is necessary to count with some extra time. An 

itinerary should be full of activities with all the time covered, but you have to plan in 

In order not to waste any 

time, it is essential to 

carefully plan every 

activity as well as keep a 

leeway. 
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advance which activities can be shortened or left out completely and which could be 

prolonged or added if there is a need to do that. 

There are two basic scenarios: 

1. Planned activities last longer than expected, you are late with your schedule. 

꞉ What could happen: unexpected occurrence of a very rare bird/large amount 

of birds, heavy traffic, long waiting time at the borders, rush at a dining 

facility or delay of additional transportation (cable car, ferry). It is very 

common that a trip already starts with a delay (a client is late, transportation 

is not on time). 

꞉ How to deal with it: identify parts in the program with lower priority (in case 

of ornithological trips birdwatching should always come first) which can be 

shortened or left out completely (visit of a museum, stop at a view point, 

local landmark, souvenir shop etc.) in advance, lead as an example (you 

cannot expect that your clients will stick to the given times when you do not), 

count with extra 15 minutes on the departure. If the itinerary consists only 

of birdwatching, shorten each stop accordingly (in the terms of spent time or 

e. g. walked distance) or leave out the least interesting place at worst. 

2. Planned activities take less time than expected. 

꞉ What could happen: you arrive at your destination much earlier as planned, 

there are no birds on the site you visited, heavy rain, fog or strong wind 

occur, everything and everyone is on time. 

꞉ How to deal with it: prepare more stops/activities that can be added to the 

itinerary in advance (another place to watch for birds, stop at a viewpoint, 

interesting landmark, natural monument), give a short talk on birds, nature 

or nature protection, show maps, pictures, books, while traveling/waiting in 

the bus you can play films about birds and nature in visited area, in case of 

harsh weather have information about indoor facilities where you can rest 

(information centers, restaurants). 

→ Try to stick to times you planned as much as it is possible. 

→ The reduction of the time for birdwatching should come as the last option 

(unless clients want it). 
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→ Always inform clients about any changes in the itinerary and in case there are 

several equally sensible options, discuss the possible changes with clients (if it is 

desirable) and chose an option according to their wishes. 

 

• MAXIMIZE THE NUMBER OF POSSIBLE THINGS TO SEE AND DO 

If you carefully plan the trip and allocate appropriate time to each activity as 

mentioned above, you will end up with the maximum amount of activities possible to 

carry out in given time. On the other hand, if you do not plan carefully or at all, you can 

end up with too much activities that you cannot realize or with too much uncovered 

time. Both result in time pressure and an unprofessional image. 

• HELPS TO DEAL WITH UNEXPECTED 

Although you try to prepare for every possible situation while planning your trip, 

unexpected events occur (e. g. flooding of a communication you plan to use, closure of 

a dining facility, blackout, illness). Previous detailed study of the area you are planning 

to visit, keeping a list of alternative places to visit and trails to walk, indoor facilities 

and other points of interest make you more flexible also when reacting to any 

unforeseen circumstances. 

12.2. Content and design of ornithological itineraries 

Before developing an itinerary, make market research and think about the current 

supply. If you operate in an area with an existing supply of ornithological tours it does 

not mean that you cannot offer another one. Just think about how can you make your 

itinerary attractive or suitable for different groups of clients. (See also chapter 5. 

Specific approach in developing ornithological itineraries). 

Apart from your main focus – birdlife – you have to 

consider also other features such as: choose a safe route, 

visit only places with allowed access, care about birds and 

other wildlife also in not protected areas. Consider the 

quality of your route, due to long or physically demanding trail will not be suitable for 

everyone, for bigger groups choose broader and less demanding trails, a circular route 

The most important 

part of your trip is the 

area where it will 

take place. 
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would be better for common visitors while an enthusiastic birder would likely do not 

mind to walk the same track twice for seeing the desired bird species. 

The content of an itinerary slightly differs according to the type of trip. An itinerary for 

a multiple-day trip will contain information or at least a recommendation on the type of 

transportation, lodging and dining facilities while an itinerary for a one-day or a half-day 

trip could contain only information on visited places, birds, the difficulty of the trip and 

recommended equipment.  

The content could differ also on the basis if the itinerary is prepared for a guided trip or 

an individual trip without a guide. An itinerary for a self-guided trip could contain more 

alternatives to transportation, dining and lodging facilities. In this type of itinerary, you 

can also include contacts on information and visitor centers, local guides and links to 

materials for further reading. 

GUIDED MULTIPLE-DAY ORNITHOLOGICAL FIELD TRIP ITINERARY: 

• Name of your tour. 

• Exact date of the trip or a season in which this trip can be realized. 

• Brief overview of the destination and its birdlife – main focus of the trip: visited 

places and habitats, target species of birds, other wildlife in the area. Only a 

general outline of the trip before giving full information below. 

• Meeting point – time, place and date or specific day in the week (if applicable) 

• End point – time, place and date or specific day in the week (if applicable) 

• Day-to-day and stop-to stop itinerary (trip program) with a timetable – the 

main part of itinerary. Chronological list of the stops for each day. Give some 

insightful and interesting information about each stop and why it’s an attractive 

place to visit. Name target species of birds and additional information about 

them if appropriate. Do not include too much information, main aim here is to 

arouse interest to take part at this trip. The information will be given personally 

during the trip. 

• Information on transportation – what kind of transport will you use during this 

trip, if any, if there are any additional costs regarding transportation (public 
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transport, cable car, ferry). You can also give recommendation regarding type of 

transport to the starting point of the trip or give information where to park. 

Information on dining – it is good to choose one particular place and make 

sure it is open and able to serve you beforehand, especially if you are to guide a 

larger group of tourists. 

• Information on lodging – type of accommodation, facility and room equipment, 

information on single supplement. 

• Recommended equipment – things to bring (rubber boots, insect repellents) and 

equipment which will be provided (telescope, binoculars, field guide). 

• Terrain difficulty of the trip – distance, elevation. 

• information on climate – in case of trip organized on a specific date also 

upcoming weather (or a link to a reliable weather forecast for this particular 

place). 

• Emergency contacts. 

• rules and restrictions to follow during the trip (rules in protected areas, nature- 

and bird-friendly behavior, etc.). 

• Other useful information – local currency, ATMs, internet connection, holidays... 

• Min-max number of participants. 

• Price for the trip – what is included in the price and possible methods of payment 

(cash, cards, currency). 

• Information on additional fees – even if mentioned in the main part it is good to 

make a summarization at one place 

• Language of the tour (if applicable). 

• Your name and contacts – telephone number, your website or other places 

where clients can ask for your services 

• Full list of birds possible to see during this trip – apart from version in local 

language it is good to have a list with scientific names of the birds as well as a list 

of their English names or in any other languages your clients may speak, if 

possible. You can also prepare a version where your clients can mark their 

observations. The list could be divided into separate days or sites. 
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SELF-GUIDED MULTIPLE-DAY ORNITHOLOGICAL FIELD TRIP ITINERARY: 

• Name of your tour. 

• Exact date of the trip or a season in which this trip can be realized. 

• Brief overview of the destination and its birdlife – main focus of the trip: visited 

places and habitats, target species of birds, other wildlife in the area. Only a 

general outline of the trip before giving full information below. 

• Starting point – recommended time, place and a specific day in the week (if 

applicable). 

• End point – time, place and a specific day in the week (if applicable). 

• Day-to-day and stop-to stop itinerary (trip program) with a timetable – the 

main part of itinerary. Chronological list of the stops for each day. Give some 

insightful and interesting information about each stop and why it’s an attractive 

place to visit. Name target species of birds and additional information about 

them if appropriate. Do not include too much information, list additional 

resources. 

• Information on recommended means of transportation – what kind of transport 

do you recommend use during this trip, if any, if there are any additional costs 

regarding transportation (public transport, cable car, ferry). You can also give 

recommendation regarding type of transport to the starting point of the trip or 

give information where to park. 

• Information on recommended dining – it is good to give more options if 

possible, and offer variable types of food services e. g. traditional cuisine, 

international cuisine, full menu restaurant, fast food, local market, with focus on 

environmentally-friendly services. 

• Information on recommended lodging – it is good to give more options if 

possible, with focus on environmentally-friendly services. 

• Recommended equipment – telescope, binoculars, specific field guide for this 

particular area, rubber boots, insect repellents. 

• Difficulty of the trip and possible alternatives – distance, elevation and e. g. less 

physically demanding route. 

• Information on climate. 
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• Emergency contacts. 

• Rules and restrictions to follow during the trip (rules in protected areas, nature- 

and bird-friendly behavior, etc.). 

• Other useful information – local currency, ATMs, internet connection, holidays... 

• Min-max number of participants. 

• Price for the trip – what is included in the price and possible methods of payment 

(cash, cards, currency). 

• Information on additional fees – even if mentioned in the main part it is good to 

make a summarization at one place. 

• Language of the tour (if applicable). 

• Contacts – your name, telephone number, your website or other places where 

clients can ask for your services or contacts on other guides operating in this area 

(if you have such an agreement) 

• Contacts on information and visitor centers, their opening hours 

• Full list of birds possible to see during this trip – it is good to prepare a list with 

bird names in local language, scientific names and English names (or some other 

language frequent among anticipated users of your itinerary). You can also 

prepare a version where visitors can mark their observations. The list could be 

divided into separate days or sites. 

• Useful links for other supporting materials 

ONE- OR A HALF-DAY ORNITHOLOGICAL FIELD TRIP ITINERARY: 

For a one- or a half-day ornithological field trip it is not necessary to include that much 

information. When creating an itinerary of a shorter trip or a bird walk (few hours) it is 

sometimes sufficient only to give information about the places you are going to visit, 

birds you can observe and the exact route. 

• Name of your tour. 

• Exact date of the trip or a season in which this trip can be realized. 

• Overview of the destination and its birdlife. 

• Meeting point. 
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• End point. 

• Timetable. 

• Stop-to-stop itinerary – if there are more stops or different habitats. 

• Recommended equipment. 

• Terrain difficulty of the trip. 

• Rules and restrictions to follow during the trip. 

• Language of the tour (if applicable). 

• Min-max number of participants. 

• Price for the trip. 

• Information on additional fees. 

• Your name and contacts. 

• Full list of birds possible to see during this trip. 

For other differences between specific types of itineraries see chapter 5. Specific 

approach in developing ornithological itineraries below. 

12.3. Main resources for developing ornithological itineraries 

The development of an operational and reliable travel itinerary is a complex process and 

requires a wide range of skills. Experiences from the field are necessary in every 

segment, but in ornithological tourism, they play the most important role.  

At present, a huge amount of material that can help us in developing itineraries (travel 

literature, websites, online tools…) is available. It is important to learn how to review 

and filter these resources effectively. When developing ornithological itineraries, there 

are additional specific resources to use, such as various trip reports, global, regional or 

When developing an ornithological itinerary, excellent 

knowledge of local birds and their behavior is essential. This could be 

obtained directly or, in some cases, second-handedly through 

experienced local experts or few other resources. 

Falco tinnunculus 
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local birding webpages and birdwatching groups on social media, national bird sightings 

databases, bird identification mobile applications, etc. 

• PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE 

The most important resource. Excellent knowledge about birds and the local 

environment is the very reason why hire a guide or ask someone to create a 

birdwatching itinerary. 

In most cases, you develop an itinerary for a trip in area you know very well. Either you 

choose a place you are familiar with and its birdlife or someone else asks you to do it as 

a known ornithological expert in this particular area. 

This is the basis on which you build up your itinerary. Different approach is needed when 

you are asked to prepare an itinerary for a trip in a place you are not personally familiar 

with – than the best option is to consult with local experts (see below). 

It is essential to have up-to-date information about the area and its birdlife. If you do 

not have it – if it is a place you do not visit on a regular basis, area you knew well in the 

past but do not visit anymore, area you have not visited for a couple of years, you know 

there have been considerable changes recently, etc., – make a visit/multiple visits into 

the area before you start or while working on the itinerary and consult with local 

ornithologists/birders, if there are any. 

• LOCAL EXPERTS 

When creating an itinerary, it is always beneficial to consult its content with other local 

ornithologists, birders and birdwatchers, and experts in another fields, such as 

conservation officers, rangers or other guides. Apart from enhancing your own 

knowledge about local birdlife, you can learn also other important information 

(occurrence of your target bird species, accessibility of a particular birding spot, related 

research in the area, closure of trails due to wood lodging or conservation concerns, 

etc.) 

To consults with local expert becomes essential while preparing an itinerary in an area 

you do not know personally (e. g. you are asked by your local clients who know you and 
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appreciate your service, ornithological society or a travel agency to prepare a trip for 

them in other region or country). 

 

It is always the best choice to contract a local expert to guide you on your trip in a 

place you do not know personally. So if you are asked to prepare a trip to area you do 

not know, always try to arrange with local guide. Guide a trip alone in an unfamiliar 

environment only if there is no other choice. 

• CHECKLISTS AND ATLASES 

Atlases provide you with general information on birds, their numbers and distribution, 

help you prepare information about target bird species in an organized and structured 

form, and also put the information to the scale, e. g. how many birds are there on the 

national/regional checklist, what % of birds of a given region/country occur in a visited 

area, how many European species of woodpeckers you can encounter during this 

particular trip, that this is the westernmost place to observe concrete species and so on. 

Atlases can also help you to prepare a checklist of birds possible to observe during your 

trip if such is not available or the national checklist is too extensive for this purpose. In 

some cases, there is a regional or local checklist you can use – such as a checklist of the 

birds of e. g. a national park, a checklist created by a local birdwatching group for a 

specific area, etc. Try to ask or look for existing checklists first, it can spare you a lot of 

time. Although always check if they are up-to-date and modify them if necessary. 

It is always better to make a shorter checklist with a few blank rows for practical 

reasons – people often like actually to check observed species physically in the list – 

than to hand in a long list where it is difficult to navigate. Also, it is much satisfying to 

see your list almost full than to have a few ticks lost in a long list of bird species that do 

not live in this specific area. 
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When preparing a trip to an unfamiliar place, atlases and checklists will help you learn 

what to expect in that specific area and also how to prepare (take a closer look at species 

you are not entirely familiar with, play and learn their voices, prepare appropriate 

equipment). 

 

• BIRD DATABASES 

While existing checklists and atlases will give you overall information about birds, they 

are usually based on older data. They comprise all bird species registered in a specific 

area sometimes in quite a long period. To get an actual view about the present 

occurrence of birds, it is good to check also various bird databases with real-time data. 

Some databases are only in national languages; some are (also) in English. But for an 

experienced ornithologist or a birder, it is usually easy to understand since the main 

principle is similar and it is common for these platforms to use scientific bird names. If 

you need help with bird names in some other language, apart from just asking Google 

or use Wikipedia, you can find bird names in different languages also at Avibase (scan 

QR code to check the website) 

Find out which database usually has the most recent data for your target area and 

make a routine check each time before you guide someone. Firstly, to give fully 

updated information about birds and secondly, you never know what rare species can 

occur and it would be a shame to miss it just during your trip. 

• Examples of bird databases (scan QR codes to access these webs) 

o Global: eBird.org 

o National: 
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꞉ Austria: ornitho.at 

꞉ Czech Republic: birds.cz 

꞉ Hungary: birding.hu 

꞉ Slovak Republic: aves.vtaky.sk 

꞉ Spain: Avibase.bsc 

o Local: National Park Neusiedler See – Seewinkel in Austria:  Bird-List 

Neusiedler See App 

 

• TRIP REPORTS, BIRDING AND BIRDWATCHING WEBPAGES AND GROUPS 

Reading the tips and experiences of other ornithologists, birdwatchers and guides 

could be beneficial especially when preparing a trip to an area you are not familiar with. 

On the other hand, to read about experiences of tourists and visitors in your area is 

good to learn how they see your services, services of your fellow guides or other 

services provided there. In either case, you can also learn new techniques and make 

improvements that have already been tested and approved. 

• NON-ORNITHOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

Although the main focus of ornithological itineraries is birds, we need to put it into 

context. Also in the case of the simplest itineraries, we need to add other information 

(see chapter 2. Content and design of ornithological itineraries). For this purpose, we 

can use a wide range of resources: books, leaflets, other printed publications, 

webpages, mobile applications, outdoor installations, spoken word, etc. 
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For general information about the history, geography, geology, climate, biogeography, 

fauna and flora use well-established and credible resources, not necessarily the newest. 

For information about nature protection, administration, government, socio-economic 

situation and other current affairs (e. g. ongoing research or restoration project) use 

the most updated, newest resources – usually webpages, mobile apps, notice boards in 

information centers, etc. The same applies to maps; when planning a route always use 

the newest hiking maps, satellite image or photo-panorama. 

Always look for verified, first-hand, official resources from responsible authorities. 

Mistakes and out-of-date information may occur in copied materials, compilations, and 

at unofficial webpages. 

12.4. Additional supporting materials 

It is good to prepare paper copies of some of those supporting resources to distribute 

among your clients, especially bird checklists and at least a basic map of the area with 

your route/points of interest. 

At present, it is very common that various institutions (protected area administrations, 

conservation NGOs, local communities, municipalities, etc.) publish various materials, 

such as brochures and leaflets to inform about the natural and cultural values of the 

area, ongoing or finished projects, guidelines for visitors, maps and others. The more 

attractive and visited the place, usually the more materials available. Find out if there is 

anything similar to support your trip.  

• BIRD SOUNDS RECORDINGS 

It is beneficial to prepare a set of bird voice recordings of the most commonly heard or 

the target species for your trip. Yet do not use bird recordings to attract birds to observe 

Apart from the text of the itinerary itself, make a list and prepare 

additional supporting material to use during the trip such 

as maps, bird voice recordings, checklists, bird identification guides, 

pictures, activities, etc. 
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them due to conservation reasons. It is a waste of energy for the male to come to look 

for a potential rival or for a female to seek a potential mate. You never know how many 

people play the recording at this particular spot (especially at heavily visited places or 

places with the known occurrence of a bird that “everyone wants to see”). This could be 

even fatal, in particular early in the spring, when birds return from their wintering 

grounds and their energy reserves are depleted. 

A valuable resource of bird recordings is Xeno-canto, a website dedicated to sharing bird 

sounds from all over the world. Look 

for bird voices from your area, since 

there are many local dialects. Among 

other resources of bird recordings are 

CDs or national databases or other 

websites. 

It is handy to store the recordings in your mobile phone, but make sure your speaker is 

loud enough so the participants of your trip can hear them properly. Otherwise, you can 

use a separate speaker or completely another device. Always check the state of your 

battery/ies before guiding a trip. 

12.5. Guidelines for developing ornithological itineraries 

1. Nature always comes first. Create the route and the program of your trip with regard 

to the natural values you are presenting and the natural environment in which you 

operate. Respect restrictions, do not overstep given boundaries. 

2. Know your spot. Gather as much relevant information as you can. The most important 

resource is your personal experience.  

3. Be up-to-date. Always use the newest resources, reflect recent changes and current 

conditions. Continuously evaluate the accuracy and relevancy of your itinerary and make 

any necessary changes. 

4. Be realistic. Include into the itinerary just enough activities you can conveniently carry 

on in a given time. Although prepare more and keep it in reserve. 
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5. Be brief. Giving too much information could be overwhelming and important things 

could get lost. Point out what is important and leave the rest into the field. 

6. Be specific. Do not offer too much flexibility. Display conviction in proposed program. 

7. Plan in detail. While planning, pay attention to circumstances that can influence 

realization of your program, such as a particular day in week or a year, such as holidays 

(more tourists, traffic, noise, disturbance during weekend, closed facilities during state 

holidays etc.)  

8. Be safe. Choose only known and proven safe trails, do not approach or touch 

dangerous animals, do not risk in unfavorable weather conditions (thunderstorm, 

floods). Take part at a first-aid course, carry a first-aid kit. Inform clients about rules and 

restrictions they have to comply with. 

9. Be legal. Find out all legal requirements which apply to conducting nature guide 

services (travel guide certificate, permit to guide in protected/private areas, other 

licenses and comply with them. 

10. Cooperate. For better promotion, cooperate with other guides and local 

organizations in the area (tourist information centers, protected area administrations, 

local municipalities). Inform local authorities about any important matter (tree fallen on 

a path, changes in behavior, numbers or occurrence of animals, suggestions for 

improvement of the infrastructure, etc.). Share the data (not only about birds) you 

gather during your trips. 

12.6. Specific approach in developing ornithological itineraries 

Ornithological itineraries can be adapted to specific needs, such as particular types of 

visitors according to the typology of tourist (see Training module 10: Ornithological 

Tourist), the number of participants/size of the group, any other special requirements, 

the length of the stay, etc. This way, you can adapt one itinerary and create several. 

Before developing an ornithological itinerary, you should decide who should be the 

target group. First, make yourself familiar with the demand on the ornithological 

market in your area (see Training module 11: Supply and demand in ornithological 
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tourism). You can focus on the most common type of tourist in the area or if there is 

enough to offer them, you can choose to focus on some other specific group. For 

example, if the majority of visitors are foreigners, you can create an itinerary for 

domestic, even local people. Or you can aim at foreign visitors speaking some a language 

you speak well, you can adjust your tour for schools, prepare trips of different length, 

etc. 

• READY-MADE VS. TAILOR-MADE TOURS 

A ready-made itinerary usually covers what is best in the area. You are free to plan 

here, so you can suggest the ideal length of the trip, what you think are the “best” bird 

species to see (endemic, rare, present in large numbers, performing special behavior 

such as courtship display), etc. A special case is the development of ornithological trips 

for clearly defined collectives, such as schools. The most significant difference, in this 

case, is the size of the group and the level of motivation. 

When creating an itinerary upon request you should be prepared to offer alternatives. 

You can use your ready-made itinerary as a basis. Then try to find out maximum 

information from your client – the most important information is about the target bird 

species, but there can be other special requirements (length, the difficulty of the trip, 

mobility of the client, duration and timing of the trip, etc.). Adjust your original program 

according to the wishes of the client and discuss it with him until you come to an 

agreement. 

• TOURS FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF CLIENTS 

You can decide about this at the beginning when preparing the 

trip. If you know that there are many foreign tourists with a 

good level of knowledge of birds looking for a specific species 

in your area and not enough supply of this kind of tours, you 

can decide to design a trip for them. In this case, you know that 

you have to make a selection of places you are going to visit with a focus on this 

particular target bird, prepare the trip in a foreign language, provide hard to get 

information for foreigners (e. g. available only in the local language or personally from 

locals). In this case, carry a professional guide book/application and prepare a set of 

The content of the 

trip could differ 

substantially 

according to what 

type of visitor it is for. 
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voice recordings including not only the most typical songs but also contact and alarm 

voices. 

If you were for example addressed by a local or regional authority to design a trip for 

local people without profound knowledge of birds to get a better knowledge about the 

values of this particular area, you know that you can focus on visually more attractive 

and easier to observe species, thus also more accessible places. This affects also your 

equipment; you can take separate pictures of the most common species, a simpler guide 

book (with not so many confusing plumages and color variation pictures), only the basic 

voice recordings, etc. 

For guiding groups of pupils and kids plan more frequent stops with shorter 

interpretation time. It is very beneficial to prepare at least a few outdoor activities, 

games, quizzes, materials you can distribute among them in hard copies. 

• SIZE OF THE GROUP 

When observing birds, the smaller the size of the group, the better. It is beneficial to 

try to explain this also to your potential clients. The main reason is that we want to 

minimize our negative impact on nature but also: more people make more noise, create 

higher disturbance, have more specific needs, you have to count with extra time. It is 

better also for safety and other practical reasons (hearing your comments, the use of 

telescope, etc.).  

If you guide a school class or similar group (around 30 participants) it is good to 

cooperate with other guide/s and to divide the group at least into two. In this case – 

when the circumstances allow – it is good to choose a kind of habitat/place which is 

suitable for such a big group such as: place visited by large number of tourists, where 

birds are used to people, area with hides and other observation infrastructure for 

minimizing the disturbance of birds. Such places are usually water bodies or feeding 

stations for large raptors. (For the classification of ornithological tourists see Training 

module 10: Ornithological Tourist). 

The ideal size in case of ornithological tourist group in most cases 

is up to 8 participants. 
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12.7. Further use of ornithological itineraries 

Well-developed itineraries can be offered to tour operators and other subjects as ready-

made products. It is possible to offer also only a guiding service itself without finalized 

product, but to have a ready trip program increases the chances of using your services.  

Make an overview of tour operators and contact them according to your target group. 

There is a large number of operators, so choose those that focus on nature tours, 

ecotourism, and travel agents operating in your target area. It is possible to send your 

offer to all tourist operators, but there is only a little chance to succeed with travel 

agencies that do not specialize in this kind of tourism. Try to talk in person with those 

you find most suitable and promising. 

• Contact foreign outgoing tour operators and national/regional agencies that 

take part on tourism fairs abroad where they can communicate your offer for 

trips designed for foreign tourists. 

• Contact domestic ingoing tour operators, domestic tourism fairs, municipalities, 

protected area administrations, hotels, information centers, regional and local 

development agencies for trips designed for domestic or local tourist. 

In case of longer tours you need to address you potential clients well ahead of the tour 

(via the offer or tour operator or your website). While you can advertise shorter trips 

(lasting only a few hours, short nature walks) right on the sport (information and visitor 

centers, hotels and other accommodation in the area, municipal webpage, etc.). 

In order to get the interest of tour operators and your potential clients, prepare a well-

organized portfolio (digital or printed) with informative interesting contents. Tour 

operators receive so many offers that if you want to get their attention, you should know 

how to differentiate yours from the rest. Take great care when preparing your portfolio, 

along the content focus also on its design and style. Engage also a graphic designer, if 

necessary, it would definitely be worth it. Business cards or small informative leaflets 

Successful implementation of your itinerary into the tourist offer will 

support and promote ornithological tourism in a given area and 

highlight its natural values. 
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suitably supplemented with an illustration or a picture of a bird will be handy when 

promoting your services via information centers, hotels, etc. or in direct communication 

with your potential clients.  

It could be beneficial to join forces with other tourist guides and act together in further 

promotion of either prepared ornithological itineraries or the guiding services as such 

(presentation on mutual webpages, social media, on-line communication, visually and 

contextually recognizable platform). You can form an initiative of guides operating in the 

same area specializing in different topics (history, culture, folk crafts, nature, ...), which 

can help you get to potential clients also from other groups of tourists. 

For further promotion of your services, you can personally take part at travel fairs and 

exhibitions or pay for an advertisement in birdwatchers’ magazines and websites. But 

carefully consider their potential effectiveness since they can be quite costly. If you have 

only limited financial resources, it is better to invest in professional image of your 

presentation (portfolio, business cards, website). 

The best promotion though is a satisfied client. You can offer to stay in touch with them 

(send photos from the trip, list of observed bird species), give them your business card 

or other promotional materials, later send info about new routes or update on the 

existing one. You can even ask to recommend your services further. 

12.8. Ornithological guide requirements. 

An integral part of achieving the tourist satisfaction while executing a travel itinerary is 

the ornithological guide performance. 

• BE KNOWLEDGEABLE 

Your knowledge about birds, especially the birds in your target area, is the main reason 

why people will use your services. Learn as much relevant information as possible, know 

where to look for them, keep relevant resources. 

It is beneficial to have also other than ornithological knowledge due to many visitors are 

often interested in other animals living in this area (big mammals, bats, butterflies, 

dragonflies), plants, geology, geography, even history and culture. 
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• ACT PROFESSIONAL 

When guiding your clients, you aim at meeting their needs while ensuring their safety 

and properly interpreting and preserving natural values. 

o Prepare. 

o Communicate. 

o React to any specific situations and changed conditions in a calm way, do not 

panic. 

o Show confidence in the planned program. 

o Show respect and understanding to any cultural and national peculiarities 

o Use polite language 

o Do not cross any boundaries (flirting, drinking alcohol, getting too personal). 

While some clients may welcome friendly casual behavior, do not forget that 

your first concern is the client and you are here at work. No one will be 

offended if you behave professionally which cannot be said about the 

opposite. 

• RESPECT NATURE – nature should always come first 

While at some places (like heavily visited national parks or nature reserves, bird parks, 

feeding stations, etc.) wildlife is used to people and you can observe some birds from a 

very short distance, in most cases, birds (and other animals) are rather shy. 

Through your guiding services, above all your behavior, your clients can learn to respect 

nature, too. We can only educate public and interpret the values of our common 

natural heritage, if we show it respect and our own appreciation. Besides that, if you 

Do not approach too close to birds (especially nests), keep 

the noise and other disturbance at a minimum level, do not play voice 

recordings at all costs, do not use flash while taking pictures of animals, do 

not damage plants. Energy, that a bird has to use for escaping, alarming 

others, fighting of your voice recording or coming to look for mate which is 

not there, all that stress, is a wasted energy. 
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stick to certain routine during your walks, birds can get used to set boundaries, and could 

let you come closer, if they would know, that you would not cross those boundaries. 

 

• YOUR WORKING LANGUAGE 

The language you use to communicate with our customers will determine the kind of 

visitors you can receive. And of course, the language of our information services and 

our offer will determine how many of them we can reach. It is clear that the more 

languages we use, the greater the possibilities to reach a larger audience, but on the 

other hand, having information in too many languages can be tiresome and laborious if 

we consider that the information should be regularly updated. [3] 

The logical thing would be to have information on the languages we are capable of 

understanding, or using up to 2 or 3 languages. Our own languages allow us to reach 

national customers. English allows us to reach almost everyone. We can also choose 

one of our neighboring languages as a large number of potential customers may 

probably come from a bordering country. In this sense, market research will help us 

choose the most suitable language, by telling us where the people visiting our country 

are likely to come from. [3] 

• KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE 

Try to find out the most about your clients before the trip. During the trip, 

accommodate your presentation according to their needs and abilities. 

• IMPROVE YOUR SERVICES 

There are always areas for further development of your skills and services. The 

communication with clients work in both ways. Through your interaction with them you 

can find topics that interest them, skills on which you can work more, etc. 

• ACT NATURAL 

Your passion for birds, enthusiasm, and curiosity will inspire and provide the best 

unforgettable experience for your clients.
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In this Didactic Unit concepts related to ornithological tourism will be taken into 

account, from ornithological tourism conservation to good environmental 

practices. 
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The World Tourism Organisation (WTO) defines Ornithological Tourism (birdwatching) 

as the activity that involves moving from the place of origin to another place (specific 

destination) to observe and study the avifauna in their natural environment. 

Ornithology tourism is also called as birding tourism or avitourism. It refers to the leisure 

activity of bird watching to identify and study as many species of birds as possible. 

Ornithology tourism is becoming a huge trend and is a niche part in the ecotourism or 

nature tourism sector. Birdwatchers travel to different places where there is abundant 

bird life and they are eager to study as many species of birds as possible in the best and 

cost-effective manner. According to the United Nations environment agency, 

ornithology tourism can offer considerable economic opportunities for countries around 

the world through sustainable tourism. 

13.1. Ornithology Tourism: Factors Driving Growth 

Initially considered as a pastime, today the term “birdwatching” has gained considerable 

importance. There are many factors contributing to the growth of the ornithology tourism 

sector. The sector is primarily driven by the number of birdwatchers and their growing interest 

in the profession. Also, a drop in the prices of birdwatching equipment such as telescopes and 

binoculars and growing number of documentaries regarding bird life is increasing the awareness 

and giving a further kick to the liking of birders and increasing the number of cost-efficient 

techniques for filming the birds at a closer angle when in flight as well as when stationary. These 

factors add more fuel to the growth in this sector. Moreover, wildlife photography also has a 

hand in propelling the importance of birdwatching, which has subsequently triggered the growth 

of ornithology tourism in many countries. Another aspect that drives the growth of this sector 

is the increasing consciousness of the benefits of indirect economy in many communities and 

countries, especially in the developing counties. According to UNEP (United Nations 

Environment Programme), the rise in birdwatching has impacted eco-tourism. The ecotourism 
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sector is growing at rapid pace owing to the subsequent growth in the birdwatching or 

ornithology tourism sector. This sector is also influenced by the increasing knowledge guides 

who guide young birders and add more fuel to their passion. Also, government programmes to 

attract birdwatchers and nature lovers from different regions drives the ornithology tourism 

sector. 

13.2. Ornithology Tourism: Region-wise Exploration 

According to United States Fish and Wildlife Survey, 

the amount spent by birdwatchers annually in the 

United States alone is almost the same as the GDP of 

Costa Rica. Europe is also likely to show growth in 

the ornithology tourism sector. The ornithology 

tourism sector is becoming sustainable and Spain and Portugal have been granted 

enough funding to carry out various projects and expand more into the Mediterranean 

region. Even South Africa seems to have good potential for ornithology tourism, which 

will contribute to the sustainable social and economic development of the country. This 

has ensured the participation of many stakeholders and other local communities in 

avitourism awareness programs that chalk out the indirect impact of the ornithology 

tourism sector on the economic growth of the country. 

There are many prospects in Poland as it is regarded as one of the best places for 

birdwatching. A SWOT analysis was conducted in Poland, which threw light on the 

ornithology tourism landscape in Poland. According to the report, Poland has good 

potential opportunities for birdwatchers. The report also offered recommendations 

regarding sustainable management of birdwatching and how Poland can improve the 

attractiveness of ornithology tourism in the country. India is slowly catching up in the 

ornithology tourism sector (1).  

There seems to be a fascination with picturesque farms and agrarian landscapes, with a 

natural consequence being desire to experience these environments. Such experiences 

through ecotourism, agrotourism, and increased interaction with nature have potential 

to increase motivation to protect birds and associated habitats for both tourists 

encountering wild birds and host areas providing the experience. A key difficulty, 

Nearly 4 % of jobs in Scotland 

are directly linked with 

wildlife tourism, 

according to the Royal 

Society for Protection of 
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however, is managing these types of tourism income in ways that are equitable and 

transparent, particularly in countries where local people live in areas of rich biodiversity 

and beauty but lack needed skills, education, and financial resources to compete in an 

international ecotourism market (2,3). 

Goals of this types of tourism include low impact on the environment and local culture, 

educational opportunities for both tourists and local people, a code of conduct for 

travelers, empowerment of local people, and financial and other benefits for 

conservation and communities in the host country (4,2,5). 

Ornithological tourism is encouraged as a way to increase interest in conservation and 

to generate tourist revenues in various parts of the world. There are programs that 

generate community revenues and increases interest in conservation of birds and 

wildlife habitats (6).  

Connell (2009) points out that birdwatching increased markedly since the 1990s, 

especially in the United States, Britain, and Australia and birdwatchers, the largest 

group of ecotourists, tend to be well educated, upper income, and to enjoy the cerebral, 

competitive, and collaborative aspects of birdwatching. Birdwatching, however, can at 

times cause disturbance to birds or their habitats and, as with other forms of 

ecotourism, especially in the tropics, may come with inequities for people or 

conservation in how revenues are distributed. In spite of remaining short of ideal, 

however, birdwatching is seen as a promising form of ecotourism because participants 

are typically educated and financially capable people who care about conservation and 

birds in natural habitats. Research and collaborative efforts are needed to better 

understand relationships between birdwatching and ecotourism and to ensure 

meaningful benefits for conservation, education, local cultures, and sustainability of 

natural areas.

                            is also growing in Britain and Australia, often generating 

opportunities for specialist bird tour businesses and usually with limited 

negative impacts (6). 

Birdwatching  
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They inhabit all continents and interface with 

agroecosystems worldwide. Bird migrations across 

continents and nations make birds a truly global 

phenomenon of broad but complex conservation 

appeal. Global agricultural expansion during the past 

200 years and intensification in the last 50 have been key drivers in global habitat loss 

and in declines of about 60 % of the birds listed on the IUCN (International Union for 

Conservation of Nature) red list.  

Maintaining fieldedge and set-aside habitats and using lower-intensity practices in 

production areas are important options for sustaining bird populations globally. Many 

key threats to birds in agroecosystems are global but specific impacts and management 

options may differ among geographical areas. 

Global climate change creates uncertainties for agriculture and birds, including impacts 

on bird migration and nesting, and concerns about synchrony between birds, habitats, 

and food resources. Climate change adds to other existing challenges of habitat loss and 

fragmentation, urbanization, migration barriers, and uncertain food resources. The 

push for biofuels has resulted in production intensification and habitat losses, especially 

removal of set-aside lands (Figure 14.1.). 

Wildlife-friendly farming approaches can facilitate bird movement in fragmented 

agroecosystems and can provide important habitat for agricultural species and 

migratory birds. Wildlife-friendly and land sparing approaches are currently being 

debated toward the goal of sustaining biodiversity and food production. Global 

influences from social and political systems affect agroecosystems, people, and birds. 

 

According to Ron J. 

Johnson (2011) The Earth 

is home for about 

10,000 bird species. 
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Figure 14.1. Global climate change effects on agriculture and birds. 

Ecotourism may hold potential to benefit local economies, people, and biodiversity if 

proper and persistent attention is given to ensure these outcomes. Producing food and 

fiber while, at the same time, sustaining biodiversity and ecosystem services is a 

challenge for interdisciplinary research in collaboration with working farms and 

farmers. Research and decision-support tools are needed to facilitate development of 

policies and infrastructures to support sustainable agriculture and to facilitate 

conservation of biodiversity in agroecosystems. A conservation vision for the future is 

needed that embraces the realities of both natural resource limits and human desires 

for improved quality of life. The positive relationships between people, birds and 

sustainable farms may be a key starting point to develop such a vision. 

14.1. Agriculture and birds 

Agricultural expansion into new areas and subsequent intensification of the production 

process brought associated impacts on bird habitats. Between 1700 and 1980, 

agriculture expanded globally with an estimated 466% 

increase in cultivated land, accounting for 12 

million km2 brought into cultivation (7).  

Particularly in Europe expansion has mostly run its 

course and was followed by intensification of 

agriculture, facilitated by the increased availability 

and use of synthetic nitrogen fertilizers and pesticides 
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after World War II. Intensification can be described as taking a maximum proportion of 

primary production for human consumption, which results in less being available for 

the rest of nature (8). Another characterization is that agricultural intensification is the 

use of practices that increase yields in the short 

term but that also typically result in land 

simplification and homogenization (9,8). 

Intensification may also involve reduced crop 

diversity and simplified rotations, often 

monocultures, and land simplification through 

drainage and loss of non-crop areas (10). 

As agricultural expansion and intensification increased and the associated negative 

impacts on birds and other biodiversity became more apparent, as major drivers in loss 

of birds and other biodiversity globally mainly through loss and degradation of habitats, 

research began to focus on understanding how bird populations might be conserved 

within farmland (11). 

Currently, a key global question facing society is how to produce needed food, fiber, 

and energy while sustaining bird populations and other biodiversity (12). The need in 

part is to understand how birds interface with agroecosystems, how they are affected 

by associated management practices, and what conservation approaches might reduce 

negative impacts. 

Another important aspect regards bird movements and habitats that overlap 

agriculture, in other words migrant and residence birds interact with agroecosystems in 

different spatial and temporal ways so land use changes affect migrant and resident 

populations differently.  

 

The recent advent of 

genetically-modified 

(GM) crops is also considered a 

form of agricultural 

intensification. 

Birds use agricultural habitats for food and cover 

resources during migration and other non-breeding periods, 

and for nesting and foraging during the breeding season. 
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While the former require steady food resources and protection from predation and 

weather events over a few consecutive months of the year, the latter require these 

amenities year-round in addition to meeting reproductive needs for raising young. 

Maintaining species richness of both residents and migrants is facilitated by planning 

land-use activities at large geographical (landscape) scales (13). 

Migration is complex, energy intensive, and varies by species, routes, and distances. 

Migrants encounter multiple challenges including natural obstacles such as mountains 

or bodies of water; and anthropogenic obstacles such as cell phone towers, tall 

buildings, wind farms, and fragmented landscapes that affect availability of stopover 

habitats. Moreover, recent global climate change appears to underlie the altered 

migration schedules documented for some birds in both Europe and North America, and 

concerns about potential increases in the frequency and intensity of storms that affect 

migrating birds (14) (Figure 14.2.).  

 

Figure 14. 2. Global maps illustrating (top) agricultural production areas in brown (15). 
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Migration and the varied land use/land cover patterns encountered through seasons 

create challenges for bird conservation and sustainable agroecosystem management. 

The clear overlap between agriculture and bird conservation priorities highlights the 

need for agricultural practices that sustain biodiversity. 

The landscape legacy is another part of the equation when speaking of bird movements 

and habitats. And so, current bird populations in agroecosystems reflect the land and 

agricultural history of the area. In Europe, agriculture has 

been present for about 9,000 years.  Now with the 

intense use of land in parts of Europe, birds that 

remain in farming systems are known as farmland 

birds and conservation efforts are primarily 

through agro-environmental policies focused 

within and around far fields. Also, because in Europe 

most clearing of new land has stabilized, the 

conservation efforts associated with farming are focused on soil and water and 

discourage planting row crops on highly-erodible land and encroachment on remaining 

natural habitats such as riparian areas or wetlands. 

14.2. Agriculture and birds European Agriculture and Birds – Brief 

History 

A patchy wooded environment covered much of the European landscape until the 

sixteenth century when a growing human population and implementation of frequent 

agricultural disturbances began to transform the region’s land use and land cover 

patterns (16). As a result, the continent’s avian community shifted and many species 

thrived in the new agroecosystems that emerged (17). The remaining species are 

recognized today as farmland birds, considered the norm and of great conservation 

importance. Consequently, a substantial body of research, management, and policy is 

targeted towards maintaining an early successional landscape and the associated suite 

of bird diversity. 
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But currently, agricultural lands provide habitat to more at-risk species than any other 

habitat type in Europe (18). Moreover, the decline (Fig. 3) and contraction of European 

farmland bird populations is estimated currently at 50 % of 1980 levels and at the lowest 

point observed over the last 30 years (19,20). 

 The causes of population decline go from adopting industrial agricultural management 

practices following World War II (18), including the intensification of both arable fields 

and grasslands. Particular changes in farm practices frequently identified as drivers of 

avian declines include increased field and landscape homogeneity, shorter crop 

rotations, loss of semi-natural or non-crop habitat, chemical use, a switch from spring 

to autumn sowing, land drainage, a switch from hay to silage along with earlier 

harvesting, and the decline in 

availability of habitat quality at 

the edge of ranges (Figure 

14.3.) (21,22). Demands for 

biofuel crops (23), along with 

modernization, specialization, 

and land abandonment (20) 

are considered to be ongoing 

drivers of change across the 

continent. 

Today, 50% of Europe is 

managed as farmland (19), 

though this percentage varies 

from 82% in Ireland to 3% in 

Since the 1970s, declines in farmland birds have been greater than those 

of woodland birds, suggesting a greater impact from agricultural 

intensification (farmland birds) than from expansion and habitat loss 

(woodland birds) during this time period.  

 

Figure 14.3. Changes in farm practices as drives of avian 

declines. 
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Norway. Intensification of farmland was greatest in Western Europe a decade ago than 

it was in Eastern Europe. 

Differing policy and cultural interests associated with the varied patterns of farming 

intensification among nations provides an opportunity to examine the impacts of 

intensification, perhaps gaining a better understanding of the importance of working 

land for avian conservation. 

We shall focus the information based on the research and conservation efforts in arable 

(tilled) cropland, improved grasslands, and semi-natural habitats such as field-edge 

hedgerows and grass buffers in Europe. Arable cropland, grassland, and associated 

margins provide important food and cover resources throughout the year.  

Below, it is reviewed the use of each during the breeding, non-breeding, and migratory 

periods. 

• Tilled (arable) cropland 

Arable land provides essential foraging opportunities to many European farmland birds 

(24) (Fig. 4). Non-crop vegetation in arable fields provides an important source of seeds, 

but perhaps as importantly, it recruits insects (25). Yet, recent changes in farming 

practices have reduced the value of arable cropland as a food source. A shift to fall 

planting (26) and increased nitrogen inputs (27) resulted in increased density of crop 

vegetation, limiting many species’ ability to forage. The increased use of pesticides and 

shift to fall planting lowers both seed and insect food resources (28). Similarly, the loss 

of winter stubble, resulting from a shift to fall planting, reduced the availability of seeds 

for granivorous farmland birds (26). The introduction of genetically modified crops is 

engineered to limit weed and insect populations, further impacting avian food resources 

(22). 

Including arable fields in conservation efforts is important because the needs of many 

farmland species are best met by arable fields that in the past provided sufficient food 

and cover but are now being lost to intensification (28). Foraging and nesting 

opportunities can be improved by providing both spatial and structural vegetative 
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heterogeneity within a field (18) such as incorporation of greater disturbance to 

produce an abundance of seeds (20). 

“Small changes can have large effects” 

• Grasslands 

Birds use managed grasslands and pasture as nesting habitat and, throughout the year, 

as foraging habitat. Like arable land, changes in cultural practices of grasslands have 

reduced their value for biodiversity. Reduced plant diversity in forage mixes has lowered 

plant heterogeneity and increased density, both of which negatively affect bird forging 

ability (29). Additionally, grassland intensification has limited insectivores in their 

preferred habitat. Increased frequency of mowing (or the change from hay to silage) has 

shortened the safe nesting window in managed grasslands. It also may limit access to 

needed food resources for young, an outcome that may be amplified by climate change 

(30). Delayed harvest (31) and reduced stocking rates (24) can be important 

adjustments to ensure the nesting success of many species.  

Increasing grassland heterogeneity spatially and temporally with short and tall grasses 

will provide different foraging opportunities for different species, important to 

conservation efforts (29). 

Grassland grazing has variable effects on farmland birds depending on grazing intensity 

(stocking rate), bird species, and timing. For example, intensification through higher 

nitrogen inputs may benefit farmland insectivores in grasslands during the non-breeding 

season because of increased soil invertebrate populations (32), but may reduce 

vegetation cover 

of winter set-

asides that 

provide food and 

cover important 

for species survival 

(33) (Figure 14.4.) Figure 14.4. Example of nitrogen intensification in grasslands. 
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• Margins 

As in other agroecosystems field edges and margins in Europe play a key role in avian 

conservation by providing foraging and nesting habitat for many birds. There is a strong 

observed correlation between continent-wide declines of farmland birds and loss of 

woody edges (22). One quarter of the risk to farmland birds is attributed to the loss of 

margins and hedgerows (19). Moreover, in-field changes associated with greater 

intensification are so great that the magnitude of change in edge habitats may have 

been masked (22), suggesting that the full impact of the loss of edge habitats remains 

uncertain. 

14.3. Bird Use of Multiple Land Types 

Spatial and temporal heterogeneity is frequently identified as an essential landscape 

feature for forging and nesting European farmland birds (34, 35). For example, species 

richness in Poland was greatest in areas with moderate amounts of arable land, high 

grassland abundance, and high availability of linear woody edges (36). In England and 

Wales, Atkinson et al. (2002) observed a use ratio of 2:2:1 of species using arable, mixed, 

and grassland landscapes respectively, though the ratio did shift more to arable lands 

within mixed landscapes in the non-breeding winter season. The current spatial isolation 

of farming plots from native grassland areas contributes to farm bird declines (37, 38). 

Unfortunately, this is a pattern observed globally as vegetative cover on farms becomes 

simplified, a result of crops in one region and livestock in another.  

Modifications to include semi-natural habitat can be as simple as adding margins and 

in-field strips or setting aside a portion of land. However, these efforts have not always 

been effective because of low quality, quantity, and arrangement (41). 

• Abundance of birds was positively correlated to areas of seminatural 

habitat (39), highlighting the key point that, for some species, even the 

best agricultural crop or pasture land will not replace semi-natural or              

natural habitat in conservation efforts (40).  
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Low-intensity cropland can also be seen as a complement to natural areas, improving 

regional conservation efforts by providing additional habitat. However, conservation 

models from nature reserves may not be suitable for working farms because of discord 

between habitat types and management goals. 

14.4. Main threats 

The key threats in Europe revolve around the adoption of intensive agricultural 

management practices (18). As described above, changes in farm practices frequently 

identified as drivers of avian declines include increased field and landscape 

homogeneity, shorter crop rotations, loss of semi-natural or non-crop habitat, chemical 

use, a switch from spring to autumn sowing, land drainage, a switch from hay to silage 

along with earlier harvesting, and the decline in availability of habitat quality at the edge 

of ranges (21, 22, 28, 42, 43, 38, 9). In the future, demands for biofuel crops (23), along 

with modernization, specialization, and land abandonment (20) are considered to be 

ongoing drivers of change across the continent. 

14.5. Conclusion 

Mounting evidence links the decline in European 

farmbird communities to the loss of food 

resources caused by intensification of 

agricultural practices in cropland and improved 

grassland. For example, an estimated 76% of the 

risk to farmland birds is attributable to the loss 

of food resources driven largely by changes in cropped areas (19). 

Management recommendations and subsequent conservation practices need to 

consider the interaction between local and landscape effects (20, 21, 44), as finer scale 

responses are often species and region specific (45). Consequently, a particular 

challenge will be translating the success of local measures to larger landscapes and 

ensuring that policy makers and land managers are informed of the costs and benefits 

of different approaches (46). 

Avian conservation efforts 
in European policies and 

scientific publications focus on 

maintaining a semi-

natural landscape 

shaped by agriculture. 
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The long history between agriculture and biodiversity in Europe has resulted in an avian 

fauna adapted to agriculture. Recent intensification and change raises concern about 

whether some of these farmland bird populations will be sustained. 

Europe’s history with birds and farms demonstrates that conservation in agricultural 

systems can likely sustain species adapted to agriculture but cannot sustain the 

diversity of other species not so adapted, a special concern in areas such as the tropics 

where rapid land use change is now 

occurring. 

The complex interplay between 

geography, history, and land use at 

global and local scales that need to 

be considered in sustaining the 

diversity of birds in agroecosystems. 

In addition, there are other global 

stressors affecting birds, including 

global climate change, expansion of 

food and biofuel production, and 

market uncertainties (Figure 14.5.).  

Other current topics in the scientific literature explore mechanisms or approaches to 

achieve both conservation and production. Examples include organic agriculture and 

ecosystem services that benefit production. 

A brief overview of current issues related to avian conservation in sustainable 

agroecosystems: 

• GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE, AGRICULTURE AND BIRDS 

Global climate change is bringing uncertainty to agriculture and bird populations. 

Global climate change appears to underlie altered migration and nesting schedules for 

some birds, and concerns about potential increases in the frequency and intensity of 

storms that affect migration (14). 

Figure 14.5. Global stressors that affect birds. 
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Climate change may interact with agriculture and birds differently, resulting, for 

example, in timing changes for agricultural activities, which in turn can affect bird 

nesting and result in lower chick survival (47, 30).  

But much remains uncertain about specifics of the impacts on agriculture and birds. 

Protected area networks and other conservation strategies may help birds adapt to the 

expected change but there is uncertainty about where impacts will be greatest (48). 

Farms that retain wildlife-friendly components can help meet a need for habitat 

availability over broad areas such that suitable habitat is available where needed. 

• GENETICALLY-MODIFIED CROP TECHNOLOGY 

The recent advent of genetically-modified (GM) crops is viewed as technology that might 

provide options for sustaining both agriculture and biodiversity. However, it also 

carries uncertainty and potential risks, direct and indirect, across multiple trophic levels 

(49) 

A general concern with GM crops is that potential problems would occur in landscapes 

already stressed by other intensification practices (8) and there are still many unknowns 

and cautions expressed about potential effects, direct or indirect, on non-target 

organisms, including pollinators and natural enemies of crop pests. 

To sustain birds and other biodiversity, GM technology must be thoroughly evaluated 

and controlled using appropriate safeguards, research, and monitoring (50). 

• BIOFUELS 

Agricultural expansion and intensification to meet biofuel demands, especially for corn 

(maize) ethanol, are placing habitats at risk of conversion to biofuel crop production (51, 

52, 53). Alternatives have been proposed but all have pros and cons. 

Proposals encourage multifunctional landscapes that produce both commodities and 

ecological services (54) and that include wildlife, water quality, carbon sequestration, 

and other ecosystem services up front in research and planning so that all components   

are considered in the decision process (51, 55). 
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• PESTICIDE EXPOSURE 

Pesticides have increased crop production but with costs of unintended environmental 

degradation and impacts on birds (8). Currently, there is interest in finding more 

sustainable and environmentally-friendly approaches to pest management using, for 

example, biological controls, interdisciplinary approaches, safer pesticides, and 

integrated pest management (56, 57, 58). 

The weight of pesticides applied decreased by 51% between 1990 and 2016, but the 

area treated increased by 63% over the same period. Over this period, there has been 

considerable turnover in the pesticides used. The European Union (including Great 

Britain until 2020) has restricted or banned many pesticides for agricultural use, 

including organophosphates and carbamates. However, new generations of active 

substances have been introduced, such as the neonicotinoids, some of which have since 

been banned (59). 

• CROP DAMAGE AND BIRDS 

In some areas of the northern hemisphere, where flocking blackbirds (Icteridae) or other 

species damage maize, sunflower, or other crops, landowners question whether 

management for beneficial or neutral bird species might also increase crop damage. 

Flocking blackbird species may perch in field-edge trees, raising concerns about whether 

the field-edge trees increase the likelihood of damage (60, 61). Studies, however, 

indicate that the presence of the trees appears to have minimal relationship to 

likelihood or impact of bird damage to crops. 

Birds documented using field-edge vegetation have been essentially neutral or 

beneficial species that consume economically-important pest species with bird damage 

rarely observed (60). 

In other areas of the world, birds may arrive in annual production systems before 

harvest and consume large amounts of grain. Such granivorous birds may be thought of 

as pests and growers may make attempts to control their foraging damage to crops. 

In fact, granivorous birds have a long history of being considered agricultural pests. In 

1980, the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) estimated that 
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agricultural losses from avian pests, mostly pigeons and doves (Columbidae) and 

parakeets (Psittacidae), were highly valued. Bird damage to crops may not be as 

extensive as farmers believe (62), and research is needed to find solutions workable for 

both growers and avian conservation. Pesticide exposure is an important area to 

consider when dealing with birds in agricultural landscapes. 

Finally, birds provide ecosystem services that are generally beneficial or neutral in agro-

ecosystems but, in some situations, birds can cause economically important damage.  

Prevention and control of bird or other wildlife-caused damage to crops or livestock on 

sustainable farms merit sound research efforts to assist growers in maintaining 

economically-viable production. 

• ECOSYSTEM SERVICES BY BIRDS – INSECT PEST SUPPRESSION AND 

POLLINATION 

There is increased recognition that non-chemical 

alternatives and integrated pest management 

approaches are needed (64). The value of birds 

in suppression of pest insects was once 

recognized in economic ornithology research, 

which diminished as pesticides became prevalent, but is now again gaining attention as 

important (64) birds fill, a clearly positive role in suppression of insect pests in many 

different agroecosystems (65). For example: 

o In apple orchards in the Netherlands, Mols and Visser (2002) found that avian 

predation of lepidopteran pests significantly increased apple yields by 60%, 

compared to sites where birds were excluded from foraging. They concluded 

that the small initial cost of erecting nest boxes in apple orchards had value in 

pest reduction and may result in increased yields. 

o Many food plants including fruits, vegetables, seeds, and nuts require animal 

pollinators such as hummingbirds, bats, and insects, yet pollinator services are 

being threatened by agricultural intensification, habitat losses and 

fragmentation, disease, and other factors (66). 

Besides the conservation value, 

birds provide ecosystem 

services including pest 

suppression and pollination 
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o More research is needed to analyze the importance of avian pollinators for 

important food-crops globally and especially in many tropical areas (67, 68, 69). 

Agricultural landscapes that retain or restore native plants can serve an important 

role in pollinator conservation (70). 

• THE ROLE OF ORGANIC AGRICULTURE 

Organic agriculture is rapidly growing. In 2006, land was certified organic in over 135 

countries, totaling more than 30 million hectares and 0.65% of total agricultural area 

(71). Almost a quarter (24%) of organic land is found in Europe, 16% in Latin America, 

and 7% in the United States (Figure 14.6).  When compared to similar non-organic farms, 

organic farms most often demonstrate greater biological richness and abundance (72). 

 

Figure 14.6. The role of organic agriculture and its world presence. 

For birds, research has regularly demonstrated that organic farming increases 

richness, abundance, use and/or nesting density during breeding (73), non-breeding 

(74), and migration (75), although there are examples where no significant difference 

was observed between farm types (76). Although more recently, research efforts have 

begun to focus on improving organic systems, rather than on differences between farm 

types (77). 

The generally positive relationship between organic farming and species conservation 

has prompted more frequent interactions between farming and conservation groups. 

These partnerships are perhaps best highlighted by the work of the IUCN and IFOAM 

(International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements) to connect organic 
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agricultural and nature conservation, building on the similarities between natural and 

agroecosystems. 

• LAND SPARING AND WILDLIFE-FRIENDLY FARMING  

The need to sustain both agricultural production and biodiversity is increasingly 

recognized as a pressing research objective (20). Toward this goal, two concepts have 

presented: land sparing and wildlife-friendly farming, as a structure to frame research 

and land planning decisions (78, 79). 

The term land sparing was used by Waggoner (1996, 1995) to argue that managing some 

lands more intensively for greater production would meet food needs and allow other 

areas to be spared for nature. Green et al. (2005) and Fischer et al. (2008)  discussed  

this  concept  further  and  compared  it  with  wildlife-friendly farming, which is 

integrating wildlife habitat components or practices into farming so  that  both  wildlife  

and  farming  persist  together  in  the  agricultural  landscape. 

A wildlife-friendly landscape facilitates movement of species among native habitat 

patches, and provides additional usable habitat for foraging and, for some species, 

nesting (79, 80). Fischer et al. (2008) contend that land sparing and wildlife-friendly form 

a continuum, not an either-or. 

Which approach is best for birds and biodiversity? Studies reveal evidence that wildlife-

friendly approaches benefit biodiversity and ecosystem services in ways compatible 

with sustainable agricultural production. Wildlife friendly agroecosystems embrace not 

only production but also the well-being of natural habitats, the landscape of surrounding 

farm fields and pastures, and the local people and rural communities that support them. 

However, wildlife-friendly farming alone will not provide breeding habitat for all bird 

species. 

The true measure, however, is more than just one methodology versus another, but 

rather in trying to approach sustainable agricultural production. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/226617641_Global_Perspectives_on_Birds_in_Agric

ultural_Landscapes 

 


